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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of two methods of music
instruction on two factors in the musical listening experience, identified as music
description and music identification, and musical preference of fourth- and fifth-grade
students. The listening experiences consisted of one which utilized descriptive writing in
the music lesson and one which utilized participatory listening activities such as maps for
guided listening, worksheets, and call charts. Also examined were the interactions of
gender, grade level, and degree of writing presence in the regular classroom.
Seven-hundred and eleven students from thirty-six intact classes in six elementary
schools of three school districts were chosen for the study. The intact classes were
randomly assigned to one of the two methods of instruction for a seven week experiment.
The study utilized a pretest/posttest two group experimental design to answer 10
research questions. Repeated measures MANDV AS, t-test of independent samples, and
two-variable correlation tests were conducted to measure mean differences, interactions,
and possible relationships in the data.
Results of the study indicated significant differences between method of
instruction and the variables of music description and music identification. Also
significantly different were students' scores for music description, music identification,
and musical preference between the participating 23 classroom teachers. Method of
instruction, grade level, degree of writing presence, and gender did not significantly
interact collectively with music deSCription, identification, or musical preference
although some areas interacted with these variables individually. Significant interactions
were found between music teacher and method with regard to students' scores on tests of
music description, music identification, and musical preference. Two correlational tests
resulted in values that indicated no relationship between the variables of musical
preference with description or identification.
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Chapter I
Introduction
One goal of educators is to enhance students' learning and understanding in order
to reach their maximum potential. In an effort to achieve such a goal, educators must
consider the students' learning processes and constructs most appropriate for the learning
objectives and needs desired. With this in mind, an experimental study was conducted
that examines student learning, with regard to processing information, memory, and
preference, in the music classroom.
This chapter will examine the theoretical foundations upon which the study is
based. The second chapter will review the current research literature that lends itself to a
framework for this study. The third chapter will provide a methodology of inquiry.
Chapters four and five will state the results of the study through data analysis and offer a
discussion of these results, conclusions, and implications for current and future use in the
field of music education.

Levels of Processing
The first theoretical basis for this study is grounded in the human memory theory
known as "levels of processing." Identified by Craik and Lockhart (1972), levels of
processing offers alternative explanations to existing theories that illustrate the process
with which information is learned and stored by the learner. In levels of processing, the
extent to which information is remembered and is made meaningful is dependent upon
how deeply it is processed by the learner. Similar to the ordered cognitive skills
identified in Bloom's taxonomy, processing new information at deeper levels involves
strategies such as drawing inferences, interpreting meaning, applying information to other
situations, assimilating to what is already known, and utilizing analysis and synthesis for
learning. When the learner uses such strategies, long and short term memory is enhanced
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and deeper understanding is achieved. Retention of information processed at in-depth
levels is best illustrated in a study conducted by Turnure, Buium, and Thurlow (1976).
Children, using five different levels of processing, better retained and recalled
information that was thought about and addressed with questions of what and why as
opposed to simply labeling the information, generating sentences, or repeating sentences
about the information.
An adaptation of the theory of levels of processing to the music lesson involves
questioning students about musical excerpts/compositions that they are listening to and
challenging them to find possible musical and nonmusical meanings in what they hear.
For example, questions that involve the use of interrogative pronouns such as the word

why may be used in such instances as to refer to the composers' reasons for composing
the music or to facilitate students' response to their like or dislike for the style of music.
In the same manner, the word what may be used for describing musical characteristics or
the prevalence of a musical elements in a composition. Research illustrates that the
encoding of information regarding musical characteristics or possible musical meanings
aids in music recognition (Beebe, 1988).
One specific instance of processing information at deeper levels is through
"elaboration." Elaboration is a process where the learners individually draw inferences
from new information, organize the material, and add their personal connection or
meaning to what exists, thus making the elaborated information more complete and
memorable to the learner. As Shaughnessy found (1985), using tools such as elaboration
to give deeper meaning to information aids in the developmental education process as an
alternative to rote memorization.
Recent research demonstrates the effectiveness with which elaboration enhances
long-term memory. Studies by Ellis and Hunt (1983) and Anderson (1990) suggest that,
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because information that is elaborated upon is made more meaningful through personal
connections to the leamer, there are more means by which the information may be
retrieved and it is less likely to be confused with information that has been previously
stored. In the same manner, elaboration may involve the use of schemas which are
mental units of information or knowledge that already exist about a specific topic
(Ormrod, 1990). The use of schemas is valuable to the connection of information being
leamed or stored. Schemas will often be used by the learner to retrieve the processed
information, to complete a missing segment in the new information, and to connect
pieces of information together, thus providing for more meaning and better retrieval.
Elaboration in the music classroom is exemplified by the use of activities that
involve students in describing the music being played for them. Here, the students would
process the listening experience as a mental imagery that may occur when listening and
elaborate upon the image that they discover. A simpler example of elaboration in music
would be the creative use of descriptive language when addressing the mood or feeling
that one gets when listening to a composition.
Another illustration of the utilization of deeper level of processing with new
material is to process it semantically. Semantic processing refers to focusing on the
underlying meaning of the words or group of words in what is to be learned or stored.
When a learner considers new material semantically, a relationship is drawn between
what is new and what is already known. Ormrod ( 1990) terms such meaningful
connections as "semantic elaboration." In semantic elaboration, the learner relies on a
piece of information that is already familiar and meaningful and imposes it upon what is
new, thus processing to a deeper level of meaning. understanding, and storage. In a study
by Owings and Baumeister (1979), elementary students ' memory abilities were examined
when presented with three ways of processing information: phonemic, using rhymes and

articulating sounds; semantic, involving meaning; and surface activities such as spelling
and counting the number of letters in a word. Among the conclusions from the study, the
researchers found that older elementary children displayed better memory when
processing information semantically and gained more insight into meaning of the
information.
Semantic processing at work in the music classroom is evident when music
teachers encourage students to identify personal relationships to the music so that the
music has greater meaning to them. For example, students may relate the sound of a
musical composition to something that they have heard before, thus connecting personal
listening experiences together. Also, teachers may engage students in the semantic
process while listening to compositions that are purposefully composed as tone poems or
are programmatic in nature.
The aforementioned studies and discussion, illustrating the in-depth processing
that one utilizes in learning, serve as confirmation of the findings of Craik and Lockhart
(1972). That is, the strength of memory for a particular event or schema depends upon
the level of perceptual processing utilized by the individu"J. Figure 1 serves as an
illustration of teaching activities for different levels of processing.
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Figure 1: Teaching Activities for Levels of Processing.
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Musical Preference

The second theoretical basis for this study lies in t.he area of musical preference.
Theoretically, it is accepted that musical preference cannpt necessarily be taught·
(Cutietta, 1992). Rather, musical preference is a result of experience and influences on
the learner. leBlanc (1980) provides a detailed Model of Musical Preference (Figure 2)
that illustrates the various considerations and influences t~lat a,ppear to affect a listener's
preference for certain types music.
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Figure 2. LeBlanc's Model of Musical Preference (1980).
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When exposing learners to different types of music, educators must give
consideration to the perceptual factors and influences involved in the listening
experience. As illustrated in Figure 2, leBlanc separates these factors into three
categories. The first perceptual factor to be considered is with the music that is being
presented to the listener. This includes the influences of physical properties of the music,
the complexity of music as a stimulus, any referential stimuli that may engage the
listener, and the quality of the perfonnance, whether it is live or recorded. Secondly,
influences from the environment of the listener must be considered~ including external
forces such as peer influence, family involvement, prior listening experience, or any
incidental conditioning that may have taken place through previous listening. Variations
in these first two categories affect the third, and quite complex, perceptual factor
involving the characteristics of the listeners themselves. As seen in the model, this
factor includes mental operations such as attention, physiological enabling conditions,
and the listeners' current affective state. Also, variables ranging from auditory
sensitivity, musical training and ability to sex, personality, and socioeconomic status are
included here.
Each perceptual factor may serve to influence a student's musical preference.
With regard to the influences in each of the three categories, the listeners cognitively
process the stimulus. In cyclical fashion, they then make preferential decisions for music,
which leads to further exploration of the stimulus, and either an acceptance or rejection
for the presented music. As identified by Price (1986), additional factors affecting
musical preference must be recognized. They are behavorial preferences and acts of
choosing certain music as represented by purchase of records, attendance at certain
concerts, and listening to specific kinds of music.
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With consideration to elementary age listeners, it appears that exposure to and

I

becoming familiar with a broad range of styles and types of music may influepce
students I musical preferences (May, 1985). That is, the more experience that ~hese youllig
learners have with certain types of music, the more likely it is that they will prefer it in
the future. As Sims (1986) found with preschool learners, teacher involvement with thel
listeners and degree of student activity while listening also appear to have an

,~ffect

on

I

attention to music, preference for certain pieces, and piece recognition.
Therefore, it is necessary to provide young listeners with variety in types and
styles of music so that their future musical preference will be enhanced. To a~hieve this,
educators must consider the nature of the listening experience itself and

provi~e

listeners

with repeated listening opportunities for the music which they may one day prefer.
Opportunities for repeated listening in the music classroom must be done witij the use of
activities that encourage and motivate the students to listen. Such activities may include
writing opportunities and the use of participatory listening activities such as qdl charts, ,
maps for guided listening, and worksheets that aid students ' in the

overalilist~ning

experience.

Need
Based on these theories, it is evident that in order to add meaning to stlldents '
learning processes, to improve their memory, and to allow them to gain better
understanding for material to be learned, th,..,· must be guided through deeper processing
levels with the information. Clearly, this can be achieved through the utilization of
elaboration and semantic processing in the classroom.
Likewise, it is accepted that familiarity with a particular item, represeQted here

b~

types of music, breeds a preference for that item. Therefore, the more exposu~'e students
receive to a certain type of music, the more a music educator can hope to inflqence

their~
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musical preferences. This is achieved through repeated Iistenings and activities that
make listening experiences more meaningful.
One teaching approach that guides student learning to deeper levels, and is
currently being advocated in curricula, involves the increased use of writing activities in
differing instructional settings. In the music classroom, specific to listening lessons,
students may be guided to deeper levels of learning with the use of writing activities.
These activities may involve description, response to questioning, creation of mental
images from music, elaboration, and processing semantically through drawing personal
connections to what is being heard.
Encouraging and motivating students to participate in repeated listenings of
selected musical compositions is achieved ir. several ways. As previously stated, one
way is through the use of writing activities in the music lesson. Clearly, in order to
participate in these activities that provide for deeper levels of processing, the students
must listen to the composition several times and gain familiarity with the nature of the
work.
Moreover, it appears that the use of writing activities as part of the music lesson is
a method of teaching that not only aids students in deeper levels of processing but also
selVes as a means for repeated listening experiences in the music classroom. Another
approach that utilizes repeated listenings, and encourages students to process the musical
information at a deeper level, involves the students in participatory listening activities.
These may include call charts, maps for guided listening, and worksheets.
Unfortunately, no research studies exist at this time that examine these methods of
music instruction with regard to the appropriateness of age and grade level, preference
according to gender, or teacher influence in the area of writing instruction. Therefore,
this experimental study finds a much needed place in research literature. This study
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addresses both theories of levels of processing and musical preference and supports
music educators' desire for students to process musical information more deeply and gain
varied musical preferences.
Purpose

The purpose of this study is to examine the effect of two methods of music
instruction on two factors of the musical listening experience as well as musical
preference of fourth and fifth grade students. The listening experiences in this study will
consist of one which utilizes descriptive writing in the music lesson and one which
utilizes participatory listening activities such as maps for guided listening, worksheets,
and call charts. Also to be examined are the interactions of gender and degree of writing
activities used in the regular classroom with each method of instruction. Lastly, the
appropriateness of grade level for each will be explored.
Research Questions

Specifically, this study will address the following research questions:
1) What effect will each method of instruction ha ve on students' accurate use of
descriptive language for music?
2) What effect will each method of instruction have on students' music
identification?
3) What effect will each method of instruction have on students' musical
preference?
4) How will gender interact with method of instruction in students' use of
descriptive language for music, music identification, and musical preference?
5) How will the degree of writing presence in the regular classroom interact with
method of instruction in terms of students' descriptive language for music, music
identification, and musical preference?
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6) How will grade level interact with method of instruction in terms of students'
descriptive language for music, music identification, and musical preference?
7) Is there a significant substantial relationship between students' scores for use
of descriptive language for music and musical preference?
8) Is there a significant substantial relationship between students' scores for
music identification and musical preference?
9) Is one method of instruction more effectively used by some music teachers in
terms of students' scores for use of descriptive language for music, music identification,
and musical preference?
10) Are there significant differences between classroom teachers with regard to
students' scores for descriptive language for music, music identification, and musical
preference?

Null Hypotheses
The following statements serve as the hypotheses for this experimental study:
1) There will be no significant difference between students' scores representing
accurate use of descriptive language for music in a method of music instruction that
utilizes writing activities and one that utilizes participatory listening activities.
2) There will be no significant difference between students' scores representing
music identification in a method of music instruction that utilizes writing activities and
one that utilizes participatory listening activities.
3) There will be no significant difference between students' musical preference
scores after participating in either a method of music instruction that utilizes writing
activities or one that utilizes participatory listening activities.

4) There will be no significant interaction between method of instruction, grade

level, degree of writing presence in the classroom, and gender anl1 students' musical
preference scores.
5) There will be no significant interaction between methQd of instruction, grade

level, degree of writing presence in the classroom, and gender anl1 students' scores
representing accurate use of descriptive language for music.
6) There will be no significant interaction between methQd of instruction, grade

level, degree of writing presence in the classroom, and gender anl1 students' scores
representing music identification.
7) There will be no significant substantial relationship between students' scores
I

representing accurate use of descriptive language for music and s~udents' musical
preference scores.
8) There will be no significant substantial relationship be~ween students' scores
I

representing music identification and students' musical preferencf;, scores.
9) There will be no significant interaction between music teacher and method and

students' scores on the Music Description Test, the Music Identification Test, and the
Musical Preference Test.
10) There will be no significant difference in students' sq)res on the Music

Description Test, the Music Identification Test, and the Musical Preference Test between
regular classroom teachers.
Definitions

Participatory listening activities: refers to the use of activities suc.h as maps for guided
listening, worksheets, and call charts in a music lesson.
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Music Identification: refers to the students ability to select a piece of music from a
multiple comparison for the purposes of identifying it as one they recognize as being
studied in music class.
Substantial relationship: the magnitude of relationship reflected in a correlation score of
.6 or higher.
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Chapter II
Review of Literature

This chapter will offer a review of the existing research literature pertinent to this
study. Sources gathered for this review include studies from professional research
journals, research-based articles, dissertations, theses, books, and chapters from books.
Five sections of discussion with supporting research findings comprise this chapter.
They are: listening, music description, musical preference, music identification, and
writing activity in the music classroom setting. The chapter will conclude with
implications that have been drawn from the existing literature and serve as a conceptual
framework for this study.
Listening
Listening is a popular activity in the general music class. Much of what music
educators do in an instructional period centers around the students listening to music,
whether it is recorded or produced live. In fact, it would seem that the musical
experiences of singing, playing, creating, and moving actually depend on the practice of
music listening. Listening is widely recognized by educators and researchers as a
fundamental, prominent activity in today's music classrooms (Haack, 1992; Rowers,
1990). Despite such prominence, only recently has music education research begun to
reflect the recognition of music listening as a skill to be acquired.
Researchers who hold interest in investigating music listening have examined
such areas as the acquisition of music listening skills, listener responses to music,
perception of musical elements, and the methods and techniques for teaching listening
lessons in the classroom (Hedden, 1980, 1981, 1988; Lewis, 1986, 1989; Sims, 1986;
Walker, 1987; Haack, 1992). What emerges from each of these studies is the conclusion
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that additional research is needed to further the literature and understandings in more
specific areas of music listening. The authors encourage music teachers to continue to
focus attention on specific listening experiences in their classrooms. Flowers (1990)
points out that developing critical listening skills is important to every aspect of musical
behavior. When students are allowed to develop listening skills, their understanding of
music increases and musical experiences become more meaningful.
Relevant to this study are the listening research studies that involve verbal
responses to music; specifically with the development of vocabulary for communicating
about music. Researchers in this area agree that children of various ages lack a standard
vocabulary with which to communicate about music. Both Bula (1987) and O'Brien
(1990) examined junior high students' vocabulary development and discovered that the
use of descriptive, figurative, and emotional language facilitated better verbal response
when students' communicated about music. Nierman (1985) discovered that high school
students lack a broad vocabulary of musical terms to describe changes in various aspects
of music and need to be exposed to more musical vernacular language in order to better
articulate musical events. These researchers, along with Ball (1988) and Haack (1990)
recognize the need to extend student vocabularies for responding to music and state the
advantage of training students in music vocabulary to enhance verbal skills.
The thoughts of James Standifer (1970) best illustrate the importance of offering
students the experiences of listening and responding to music. He notes that the
experience of music listening offers students opportunities for discovery in music. Music
educators are willing to expose students' to musically sophisticated experiences but fall
short in two distinct areas: allowing students to communicate about those experiences
and providing them with vocabularies with which to communicate their perceptions.
Standifer therefore challenges music teachers to allow for more student discussion and
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verbal response in order to reinforce musical concepts and build vocabularies for
communication regarding aesthetic experiences.
Music Description
Music description is an area of verbal response to music listening that has been
widely investigated over the past decade. The work of Rowers (1985, 1990) provides a
solid foundation for the study of music description. In her studies, the author illustrates
the importance of verbal description of music as educators seek to determine what
students hear and understand in their music classes, how students become better listeners
through their efforts to label and describe, and how music educators can better
communicate with students through their own descriptions of music.
There are a variety of existing studies in the topic of music description. One
popular focus in music description is the discrimination of the various elements of music.
These include, but are not limited to, studies regarding pitch, contour, rhythm, tempo,
timbre and dynamics (Soderquist and Moore, 1970; Hair, 1973, 1977; Cox, 1977;
Madsen, 1979; Wooderson and Small, 1981; Moore, 1982).
Listeners' skills in verbally describing musical events have been investigated
particularly at the high school and undergraduate levels. Nierman (1985) examined the
use of common versus musical vernacular terms by ninth through twelfth-graders. The
researcher found secondary students do not seem to possess a broad framework for terms
in the musical vernacular but do have the ability to perceive and offer common
vernacular descriptions of the musical events. The author suggests training in more
specific musical vernacular terms as a recommended addition to secondary music
curricula.
The effects of grade level on students' verbal description of music has been a
focus of two studies (Nierman, 1983; Zimmerman, 1992). In both cases, the authors
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examined the capability of high school students to select appropriate descriptors for
musical components. In both cases, the research indicated that significant differences
exist between the grade levels when selecting appropriate verbal responses. Among the
suggestions by both authors for future research are investigations in verbal-descriptive
skill development throughout high school years, verbal-descriptive development in
performing and non-performing classes, and development of tests for music description.
Rowers (1981, .983) used undergraduate nonmusicians to determine the effects
of specific instruction in music vocabulary and listening on the number of changes
counted in a musical excerpt, nonmusicians' verbal descriptions of changes in music, and
the use of specific music vocabulary. The author found that students who were instructed
in listening and vocabulary gained in their number of descriptions in music and those
who were trained in both vocabulary only and vocabulary and listening gained
significantly in the use of technical music vocabulary. The author uses these results to
recommend continued investigation in areas related to specific instruction in vocabulary
for music, beginning in elementary music classrooms. Such investigations might include
children's perception of change in music, the use of different musical excerpts to illustrate
different elements of music, and methods that best facilitate correct application of
vocabulary to music.
Van Zee (1976) establishes the need for training and meaningful experiences in
musical terminology for children in the elementary school. In her study, the author
examined the verbal-descriptive responses of kindergarten children to selected musical
stimuli and terminology. The children were asked to aurally and verbally discriminate
differences in the elements of pitch, melodic contour, duration of tones, rhythm patterns,
and to demonstrate understanding of terms commonly used to describe each Cif them
through the use of a keyboard. Based on the results of the study, the author was able to
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conclude that children can, in fact, differentiate and discriminate between the elements
of pitch, melodic contour, duration and rhythmic patterns but may not be able to express
it verbally. The ability to verbalize about musical stimuli does not necessarily develop
with children's perceptions and understandings of music. Thus, music vocabulary and
terminology must be learned.
Techniques for testing the verbal-descriptive skills of listeners are varied in the
existing literature and present challenges to researchers. Of the studies previously cited,
most have required listeners to select from a list of descriptors that best describe the
musical event. It has been noted that young children may actually hear more events in
the different elements of music than they can describe verbally (Andrew and Diehl,
1967). Therefore, researchers recognize that development of musical vocabulary and
terminology may lie not only with verbal but nonverbal as well as written testing
procedures in order to assess the musical knowledge and understanding of different aged
children. In a non-verbal testing situation, Hair (1987) examined the abilities of children
in grades kindergarten through sixth grade to demonstrate understanding of changes in
music stimuli by making correct visual choices without being able to label correct
descriptions. The author found that there were differences in verbal versus visual
responses depending on grade level and musical clement described. The author points
out that children do not always possess vocabulary traditionally used to describe some
musical concepts but can hear changes and represent them visually.
Only a few studies exist that illustrate the original, written descriptions of
listeners. Hair (1981) asked both elementary age and adult subjects to write a one-word
description from their own vocabulary to label music concepts. The author examined the
consistency of terminology selected to describe changes in the music. Results showed
that subjects consistently chose correct terminology from their own vocabulary that
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accurately described the musical concepts. However, when the concepts were labeled
incorrectly, use of vocabulary was inconsistent. Additionally, elementary age children
had apparently developed vocabulary to describe tempo and dynamics but had difficulty
in labeling concepts of pitch, rhythm, and timbre.
In her 1984 study, Rowers investigated how people describe music by comparing
the written descriptions of music by elementary children and undergraduate students.
The author found that both groups of listeners gave descriptions that centered around
imagery and/or analogies when describing a musical event. Children and undergraduates
referred to certain elements of music when offering descriptions. The most frequent were
timbre, tempo, and dynamics. Differences in children and adult written descriptions were
found in the completeness of their descriptions. Children offered a limited number of
descriptions of the music while the undergraduate listeners provided more complete
descriptions with both musical and extra-musical characteristics present: The author also
found that listening to a specific work influenced the listeners' descriptions. When
comparing written descriptions of symphonies, adults used music vocabulary words
specific to each movement while children used terms redundantly that did not distinguish
one symphony movement from another. The results of this study enabled Rowers to
make suggestions for future research in this area. Among those suggestions is the need
for more instruction in the use of musical terms, the investigation of different musical
elements, and encouraging listeners to use newly-learned vocabulary when describing
musical events. Rowers notes that meaningful music description results from training in
music vocabulary.
Upon surveying the existing literature in music description, the implications for
design of future research are obvious. Training in music vocabulary and terminology is
necessary at all stages and levels of development, however, it appears to be quite
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advantageous to expose children to descriptive tenninology as early as kindergarten.
Such training should include specific description for each of the elements of music and
focused attention on one element at a time. The continued successful use of analogies,
imagery, and students' own vocabulary should also be encouraged by teachers.
There remains a need for varied techniques in the testing of descriptive skills.
Some situations may dictate the use of verbal and non-verbal testing while others warrant
the use of written descriptions from the students' own vocabulary. Students' vocabulary
may serve as a point of departure for learning more traditional musical descriptors and
promoting meaningful descriptions.
Musical Preference
The topic of musical preference is a popular in the existing research literature.
The most prominent researcher in this area is Albert leBlanc, who is known for his
extensive studies in the definition, theory, and measurement of musical preference. It is
widely accepted that musical preference does not require prior knowledge but is simply
the act of giving advantage to one thing over another (Price, 1986; Cutietta, 1992).
Measuring musical preference is typically done through paired- or multiple-choice
comparisons (leBlanc, 1986). Because of the choice involved, reliability and validity is
usually high in these investigations as long as the listeners are anonymous to items on
such tests.
leBlanc's detailed Model of the Sources of Variation in Music Preference (1980,
1982) outlines variables associated with the music, environment, and the listener that may
affect a person's musical preference. This model has served as a foundation for numerous
investigations in the study of musical preference. The results from these investigations,
in tum, support one or more of the variables identified by leBlanc. The variety of
studies that exist include investigations in elements of music such as tempo (leBlanc and
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McCrary, 1983; leBlanc and Cote, 1983), musical styles in both Western .md

I

-

Nonwestern music as well as categorization of styles (leBlanc, 1979, 1981; May', 1983;
Rowers, 1988; Peery and Peery, 1986; Schwartz, 1992; Shehan, 1985); mqdalit)t (Gates,
1993); dynamics (Hoover and Cullari, 1992); and timbre (Holten, 1990). Additional
studies in musical preference focus on extramusical characteristics such as perfonnance
models, musical behaviors, activities in the music class, age, personality, e:xperience, and
teacher behavior (leBlanc and Sherrill, 1986; Baker, 1980; MacGregor, 1968; Jronas,
1991; Moore, Staum, Brotons, 1992; Schulten, 1987; Schwartz, 1992; Darrow, 1988;
Sims, 1986). Greer, Dorow, and Randall (1974) provided a detailed investigation into the
music listening preferences of elementary school children. The authors ust;d nonverbal
testing procedures to ascertain musical preference in all grade levels. A non-surprising
preference for rock music was the result of their investigation.
In the existing literature are few studies that support specific variab.les in :
LeBlanc's model and are directly relevant to this study. Peery and Peery (1986) I
examined the musical preferences of 45 preschool children in a pre- and pqsttest'
experimental situation where students were given classical and popular pieces tOi
evaluate. An experimental group received instruction in classical music for a lO'·month
time period while the control group received instruction in a variety of pieqes. Results on
the posUest indicated that the experimental group gained in preference for ~lassi(]:al pieces
and the control groups preference for classical music declined. This studysupparts the
variables identified by leBlanc as repeated stimulus and modeling as two i.nfluences on
students' musical preference.
In the same manner, leBlanc's article in March, 1983 Music Educafors Journal
encourages teachers to concentrate on broadening students' music preferenr,:es. Among
the strategies offered for achieving enhanced musical preference include playingl pieces
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repeatedly and focusing on musical events that may draw sfudent inteirest or heighten
student attention. The selection of a variety of pieces in

or~ier

to appe:al to all students is

another suggestion form LeBlanc. Broadening musical preference may also result from
teachers providing listeners with new and innovative ways to processlthe musical
information.
From the existing studies, it would appear that exposure to and instruction in
various types of music may be necessary to influence students' musical preference.
Future investigations in musical preference instruction would continue to focus on the
variables identified by leBlanc such as repeated listenings, heightened attention to the
musical stimulus, and new ways for processing the musical information.
Music Identification
As defined in Chapter I, music identification in this study refers to students'
ability to identify a targeted piece on a multiple comparisoQ survey as one that they have
studied previously in music class. The researcher recogniz«s that thisl may be defined
differently in the research literature and therefore also exarr~ined studies dealing with
recognition, memory, and discrimination.
In the existing literature, identification is often charl.lcterized tly subjects
identifying specific elements of music such as changes in p~tch, style categorization,
changes in rhythm and tonality, and interval recognition (Rowers and Costa-Giomi,
1991; Haack, 1982; Dowling, 1991; Hinton, 1982). RusseH (1987) adlministered a music
recognition test to undergraduates in order to explore musical dimensions and listenerrelated factors on memory for music that had been heard in a previous situation. Music
that had been rated as familiar sounding. melodic. pleasing, and of low complexity was
more likely to be recognized by subjects.
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When considering young children, Sims (1986) examined several factors in t!he
listening experience of preschool children with regard to teacher affect apd student
activity. One factor in the investigation included childrens' piece recognition ability.:
Following repeated listening and student participation in various activitifls for listening,
the researcher found significance in older childrens' ability to label and demonstrate
correct movements to pieces when asked, "Do you know the song?" However, Simsldid
not find any significant effect due to teacher affect. Because of the positive response to
this study from the subjects, the researcher recommends that further reseiU'ch in the area
of piece recognition is warranted. What lacks in the current literature are; studies for

I

elementary-age children where subjects are asked to identify a piece that has been
previously studied.
Sims' suggestions serve as a foundation for future investigations in piece
identification/recognition. Certainly, it is the hope of the music educator that time
invested in instruction in listening would result in students' recognizing tpe piece of
music, not necessarily naming the title and composer, especially at the e<j.fly elementary
level, but demonstrating familiarity with the piece as one that has been studied.
Writing Activity
For the past decade, the "whole language movement" has assumel1 a prominent
place in language arts classrooms. Briefly. whole language is an approac;.h in which

I

!.mdents create deeper meanings for language through its' daily use in the integration lof
reading, writing, and talking (Goodman, 1986; Altewerger, Edelsky, Aores, 1987).
Additionally, Goodman (1995) stresses one component of the philosophy of whole
language as being integration, across the disciplines. where children are ,given the
opportunity to create new meanings, make connections, and
variety of language sign systems.

communicat~

across a

I
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The whole language component of writing has been vigorously studied by
prominent educators/researchers in the field of language arts (Graves, 1983; Murray,
1989; Calkins, 1994). These scholars have identified writing as an important process that
involves individual tasks or cycles for the writer. In the language arts literature, the cycle
is often identified by tenns such as rehearsal, drafting, revision, and editing or prewriting, re-writing, and publishing. Teachers and researchers find the writing process
crucial to language development because it allows the writer to create deeper meaning for
the topic through the personal experience and sense of ownership involved in the writing
process. Teachers/researchers in whole language classrooms stress the importance of
writing in all situations across the curriculum to enhance student learning. The presence
of writing is largely dependent on the teachers' attitude and belief system regarding
writing. In their 1986 study, Mangano and Allen examined the beliefs of elementary
teachers in whole language classrooms and classroom interactions during writing
instruction. Through a series of questionnaires and surveys, the researchers found that
teachers interviewed responded positively to teaching and learning to read and write from
a whole language perspective.
Clearly, a wealth of research regarding writing and whole language exists.
However, research that connects the writing process to music instruction is virtually
untapped. Educators and researchers recognize apparent connections that lie between
process writing and certain approaches to teaching music (Resch, 1984) and challenge
others to find new ways to integrate writing into the music class. The challenges that
writing presents for the music class setting includes limited time, logistics, as many
music classrooms do not have desks, and comfort level for teaching writing on the part of
the music teacher. Despite this, one researcher in the existing literature notes the benefits
of writing in the music class. Duke (1987) encourages the integration of reading and the
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writing process in the music class as a way to increase student appreciation for music and
better understanding of the musical composition process. The author found that activities
such as journal writing and personal reaction/connection writing serve as ways to create
deeper meanings for students.
The mere lack of existing research literature that examines writing in the music
class implies the need for future research. Music educators who are willing to face
challenges that writing presents will undoubtedly be offering students new ways to
process musical meaning and enhance music learning.
Implications for this Study
This chapter reviewed the current research literature in five areas of discussion:
listening, music description, musical preference, music identification, and writing activity
for the music class. As a result of this examination, implications have been drawn that
serve as a conceptual framework from which this present study has been designed.
Music listening is and will continue to be a popular and prominent activity in music
classes. Therefore, investigations in the topic continue to be warranted.
The investigation of music description addresses the need for future investigations
previously suggested by authors in the topic. This study will provide an investigation
with regard to training in music vocabulary and terminology in specific elements of
music at the elementary level. Through the use of the writing process, the students in this
study will be able to use a method of written description that include analogies, imagery,
and their own vocabulary as points of departure for learning traditional music
terminology.
With regard to musical preference, this study will address the need for exposure to
and instruction in various types of music to influence students' musical preference.
Following leBlanc's model, the variables of repeated listening, heightened attention to a
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musical stimulus, and new ways for processing the musical information will be
considered.
The mere lack of existing literature in both music listening and writing activity
warrant their place in this investigation. After specific instruction for selected pieces, the
students will be tested on their recognition and ability to identify a piece as one that they
have studied previously in music class. The writing process in the music class setting
will address the need for providing students with new opportunities to make meaning and
enhance their learning.
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Chapter III
Methodology

Restatement of Purpose

The purpose of this study is to examine the effect of two methods of music
instruction on two factors of the musical listening experience as well as musical
preference of fourth and fifth grade students. The listening experiences in this study will
consist of one which utilizes descriptive writing in the music lesson and one which
utilizes participatory listening activities such as maps for guided listening, worksheets,
and call charts. Also to be examined are the interactions of gender and degree of writing
activities used in the regular classroom with each method of instruction. Lastly, the
appropriateness of grade level for each will be explored.
Sample

Subjects for this study were students in fourth- and fifth- grade classrooms from
two school districts in Tucson, Arizona and one in Kent, Ohio. Two schools from each
district were represented. Thus, 711 subjects from 36 intact classes from six schools in
three districts comprised the sample. The six music teachers from the districts were
chosen for their availability and willingness to participate in the project. From the music
teachers' individual schedules, fourth- and fifth- grade classes were selected for inclusion
in the project. The classes were randomly assigned to one of the two treatment groups.
Each music teacher taught from both designed methods of instruction. The two grade
levels used in this study were chosen because of the availability to the project. Also, the
researcher recognized the apparent differences that lie in maturity level, developmental
characteristics in writing skills, and variety of appropriate writing experiences between
fourth- and fifth- grade students as examined by such researchers as Calkins (1994),
Graves (1983), and Bissex (1980).
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Dependent Variables

There are three dependent variables in this study:
test that represent accuracy in descriptors used for music,

score~

from a mllsic description

score~

from a mllsic listening

test that identify a composition, and preference responses from fl

multiple~comparison

survey. Each of these will be described below.
Muisc Description Test - (See Appendix B)
For the first dependent variable, labeled as "scores

frorr~

a music description test

that represent accuracy in descriptors used for music," an essay test entitled, "How Well
Can You Describe Music?" was designed by the researcher to measure students' ability to
accurately describe music. For this test, the researcher chose a pair of musical
compositions, Sousa's Stars and Stripes Forever and Handel's l,ll Paix, as :representative
pieces for which the students were to write descriptions. The cqmpositions were selected
from the set of 10 compositions used in the listening lessons of lhe two methods of music
instruction for the project. The two pieces were chosen for desqription beaause they
differ greatly in the elements of meter, style, dynamics, tempo, <.md pitch. 'lTherefore, the
researcher felt that with the use of these pieces, students were provided with a wide
variety of musical elements to compare and contrast in their written descriptions and
were offered ample opportunity for success in writing.
During administration of the test, students listened to a c.assette tape containing
verbal directions for the test and three separate pJayings of segments from leach of the
pieces. The total playing time of the tape was 13 minutes. Fo1l9wing the f:'irst playing of
segments, students were invited to begin writing their descriptions on an answer sheet
that contained both the written directions for the test and a specific place to write the
descriptions of the two pieces. The students continued writing tfleir descriptions during
two additional playings of segments from both pieces. A 20 minute time li:mit for
completing their descriptions was strictly enforced by the test aqministrator.
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Three judges, blind to both the identity of the writer and time of writing, &cored
the essays with the use of a holistic five-point scoring rubric for music description (see
Appendix C). The rubric was designed by the researcher and was based on the Arizona
state assessment rubric for reading/writing. Prior to scoring the essays, the three .judges
participated in a scoring training session conducted by the researcher for the

pu~ses

of

listening to the pieces that the students were asked to describe, reviewing scoring
procedures, and discussing the points on the rubric. Pretest and posttest essays were
placed in random order within each class by the researcher and the judges

receiv~d

a

combination of treatment II A II and treatment II B II for scoring purposes. Each judge was
given a set of the same 100 papers in order to test reliability of scoring.
The design of a measurement instrument for music description was a focl\s in a
pilot study prior to the investigation. Originally, students were asked to select
J'

terminology to describe the pieces from a mUltiple choice test. When the

measur~ment

proved to have low validity and reliability, the description essay test and rubric were
designed. Both were piloted in a study with 45 students. Upon scoring by three judges,
the rubric yielded 86% interjudge reliability and was accepted as a reliable measijre of
students' description of music. To measure the validity of the instrument, 10 student
papers were chosen at random from the total pilot study examples. These papers were
then evaluated by a person with a doctorate in music. Evaluation was conducted to
determine the extent to which the students writing reflected the actual music hearp.
Results indicated that all student papers were appropriate and accurate attempts of the
children to describe the specific pieces presented. Therefore, the instrument was
accepted as a valid measure.
Music Identification Test - (See Appendix D)
The second dependent variable, represented by "scores from a music

liste~ling

that identifies a composition" was examined in the posttest portion of the project. As

test
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stated in Chapter I, the term identification as used in this investigation refers to the
students' ability to identify a targeted piece of music from three excerpts in multiplecomparison survey as one that was rr.cently studied in music class.
To measure the identification variable, the researcher designed a test entitled,
"Which Piece of Music Did We Study in Music Class?" The students were given answer
sheets containing written directions for the test and 10 sets of three mUltiple choice
answers labeled A, B, and C. Directions for the test were read by the test administrator.
Students then listened to a cassette tape containing the 10 sets of three musical excerpts
labeled A, B, and C for a total of 30 excerpts of pieces. Each of the excerpt of pieces
lasted 15 - 20 seconds. In each set of three pieces, one was targeted as a piece selected
from the listening lessons used in both of the two methods of instruction for the project.
After listening to each group of three excerpts, the students circled the letter that
represented the piece that had been studied in music class listening lessons.
Prior to the experiment, the researcher informally interviewed each music teacher
to determine whether or not any excerpt of the selected pieces had been studied formally
in previous music class listening lessons in that particular school year. As a result of the
interviews, seven of the 30 selected excerpts had to be replaced so that students' had not
studied any of the pieces included in the test. In regards to the 10 excerpts from the
targeted pieces included in the two methods of instruction for the project, it was
previously determined that none had been formally studied by any of the participating
classes during that particular school year. Therefore, the researcher believes that the
identification posttest is a valid measure in determining students' ability to identify a
piece studied in music class by selecting it from a group of three excerpts in a multiple
comparison survey.
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Musical Preference Test - (See Appendix E)
Preference responses from a mUltiple-comparison survey represent the third
dependent variable for this study. Again, the researcher designed a test entitled, "What is
Your Musical Preference?" that contained 10 sets of three excerpts of pieces, labeled A,
B, and C, for a total of 30 excerpts. For both the pre- and posttest portion of the project,
students were given an answer sheet with written instructions and listened to a cassette
tape containing the instructions and musical excerpts. After each set of three pieces, the
students circled the letter that represented the piece of music that they would prefer
listening to. The total time of the test was 13 minutes. In each set of three pieces, one
piece was targeted as part of the 10 listening lessons that were used in both methods of
instruction in the project.
The same cassette tape containing the excerpts of pieces for the identification
posttest was used for both the pre and post preference tests. As previously stated, only a
few changes in the excerpts that were selected for the tests had to be made in order for all
30 excerpts to be unfamiliar to the students. In the posttest situation where students
participated iil both preference and identification tests, the preference test was
administered first to avoid any student bias towards pieces that they could identify as
ones that they had studied in music class.
The preference test was also part of a pilot study prior to the investigation.
Twenty-three students participated in two identical testing situations, conducted two
months apart. When examining individual student selections on both tests, the test
yielded .72 test/retest reliability. Ten of the 23 students were interviewed with regard to
why they selected certain pieces. Six of the 10 responses reflected the student's liking for
the music with a statement such as, ".. because it was the best one or I liked it most."
Also, nine of the 10 student responses indicated preference for a piece because of the
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presence of a particular musical element. Typically, the student chose the pieces with
regard to tempo and/or dynamics.
Independent Variables
The primary independent variables for this study are two music teaching methods,
one which utilizes the writing process as part of the music lesson and one which utilizes
participatory listening activities. Also included are three student attribute variables:
gender, grade level represented by fourth- and fifth- grade students, and degree of writing
presence used in the regular classroom, categorized by a Guttman Scalogram
methodology.
For both methods of instruction, 10 musical compositions were identified by the
researcher as pieces to be studied in 10 consecutive music class listening lessons. The
pieces were chosen for inclusion in the project were selected from a variety of sources
including current music textbook series and educational recordings. Of the 10 selected
pieces for the investigation, five were programmatic in nature while the other five were
non-programmatic. Each method of music instruction lasted for a five-week period, with
students receiving instruction in one of the two methods twice a week for a total of 10
music lessons. The music lessons were 30 minutes in duration. As previously stated,
prior to the investigation, the participating music teachers were interviewed with regard
to the 10 pieces selected for the lessons. As a result, the researcher was able to determine
that none of the pieces had previously been studied in the music classes that would be
participating in the investigation.
The objectives for each lesson in both methods of instruction were to offer
students opportunities to describe a musical element in a composition that was new to
them and to allow students to become familiar enough with a piece of music that they
could identify it in the future as one that they had studied in music class. For each
composition, the researcher chose one or two musical elements as a focus for description
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by the students. Qenerally, the musical element selected was th~ most obvious or
prominent in the piece of music and easily recognized by the Iist.enersf The design of the
listening lessons

i~l

both methods of instruction allowed for repei1ted Hstenings so that

students had ampl~ opportunnty to become familiar with each new pie(;e of music.
Teaching Method A (See Appendix 8.
The first teaching method was identified as the A group lesson plans. The plans
were designed so ~:hat students' could describe music with the us~ of \\Iriting activities in
each music lesson, Each lesson followed the writing process
classrooms: the stl.ldents pre write by brainstorming words,

us~d

ideas~

in many language arts

and/br sentences with

the aid of the teacher, partners, and/or groups; the students share ideas: in small groups,
with partners, or through class discussions; the students'revise and edlft original ideas or
word lists; and the students share and/or respond in large or sm'lil group settings. A
student worksheet was providled for each lesson to insure participation and to allow the
music teacher to maintain focus and sequence during the lesson. The students were
informed that their' individuall worksheets were for personal use <jJld would not be
assigned a grade. for purposes of reference and clarity during eJj:ecutibn of the project,
each music teacher: was given an information/suggestion sheet f9r imJlllementation of the
A group lesson plans.
Three form.ats for presentation rotated th roughout the 10 A grolup lesson plans.
The first format

w~

identified as prediction. Here, the students predicted what the

selected element of music might sound like before the initial

Iist~ning

itook place. After

listening and discussion, the students compared their description~ with what they had
predicted at the sta.rt of the lesson (see Appendix F Lesson lA). Comparison served as
the second format for presentation. As they listened to selection, the students generated a
side by side list of words to compare the characteristics of the selected elements of music
and/or relate new qescriptions to what was studied in previous

pi~ces

(see Appendix F
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Lesson 2A). In the third format for presentation, identified as reaction /imagery, the
students listened to the selection first and created descriptions for imagery, pictures, or
the theme of a story created by listening to the music (see Appendix F Lesson 3A).
Each writing experience was designed to be modeled by the music teacher as a
cooperative activity so that students were encouraged and motivated to participate in the
writing experience. Teachers were asked to play each piece at least three times, including
segments of the piece as well as the whole composition. Because of the length of some
of the selections, playing of the entire piece was reserved for the end of the lesson while
::.tudents wrote final responses. The teachers were instructed to review for retention
whenever most appropriate or as time allowed. For example, the introduction of one
day's lesson may have included discussion of the element of music studied in the
previous piece.
Each of the 10 A group lesson plans was piloted in a study prior to the
investigation. As a result, several changes were made to each lesson for the purposes of
allowing for time constraints, clarity in the lesson plan for the teacher, change in
terminology for description of selected musical elements, and revision of the student
worksheet. In two of the lessons, the musical element chosen for description was
changed and the lessons were redesigned. Teachers involved in the pilot study of the
lessons offered positive feedback to the researcher regarding student participation,
motivation, and enthusiasm for the writing activities in the listening experiences.
Teaching Method B (See Appendix G).
The second teaching method, identified as the B group lesson plans, serves as the
second primary independent variable for this investigation. This group of plans utilized
participatory listening activities such as listening guides, maps, charts, and lesson
extensions involving movement activities and instrument playing. The listening activities
used for the lessons were taken directly from established music textbook series,
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educational records, and any accompanying materials or resources that have been
designed by educators and used in music classrooms.
The same objectives and music elements of focus were used for each piece in the
B group lesson plans as in the A group lesson plans. However, the B group lessons
involved students in oral descriptions and discussion of the elements of focus as opposed
to the use of writing activities that were involved in the A group plans. Since the writing
activities in the A group lesson plans would naturally take longer than oral discussion in
the B group plans, the teachers were encouraged to spend equal time on the elements of
focus and allow for as much student discussion and interaction as possible.
Similar to the A group plans, each teacher was given an information/guideline
sheet for implmentation of the B group plans. Teachers were also provided with lesson
extension activities such as instrument parts to accompany the selection and/or
instructions for movement activities that served as reinforcements of the element of
focus. Student worksheets for each B lesson included listening maps or call charts taken
from textbook series. Some teachers elected to use student worksheets as overhead
transparancies instead of individual worksheets .
Because the participatory listening activities used in the B group lesson plans
were taken from established listening lessons, the researcher did not find need for them to
be examined in a formal pilot study setting. However, the oral description and discussion
sections of the B group plans were piloted prior to the investigation. As a result, no
major changes needed to be made to this section of any of the 10 lessons. The success of
the facilitating oral discussion and description of the musical elements rested with the
individual music teacher.
Guttman Scalogram Survey - (See Appendix H)
One of the student attribute independent variables in this investigation is
identified as "degree of writing presence in the regular classroom as categorized by
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responses on a Guttman Scalogram. II A Guttman Scalogram was identified by Cutietta
(1992) as an efficient technique for measuring a person's in-depth attitude regarding a
topic while asking them to respond to a minimum number of questions. For this
investigation, the researcher designed a Guttman Scalogram to measure the degree of
writing presence in the regular classroom while measuring the attitudes of classroom
teachers regarding whole language and the amount of writing activities used in their
classrooms.
In an effort to allow teachers to answer questions on the survey in an honest
fashion, an introductory paragraph regarding current beliefs about whole language and
writing in the classroom was designed by the researcher. The paragraph contained
statements that were neutral in nature so that teachers' opinions and outlook on the survey
would remain unbiased. Also included was a statement regarding the maintenance of
confidentiality for their responses. The researcher designed four multiple-choice
questions, each containing a different number of answers, that would categorize the
teachers' attitudes according to their responses. The four IIkeyll questions were then
randomly placed among six additional questions designed by the researcher creating a 10
question survey. On the sample survey in the appendix, the four key questions are
numbers two, four, five, and seven.
Fifteen teachers were selected to participate in a pilot study of the Guttman
Scalogram prior to the investigation. Each was given a copy of the introductory
paragraph and survey. As a result, the researcher was able to clearly categorize the
teachers' attitudes into eight categories, ranging from a low attitude regarding the use of
writing activities in the classroom to a strong one with categories of attitudes that vary
between the two extremes. However, four of the 15 cases had to be disregarded because
teachers chose more than one answer for one of the four key questions. As a result of
that, one of the key questions (number two) was redesigned to be a situational question
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for the purpose of clarity in questioning. A statement was also added to the introductory
paragraph instructing the teachers to choose only one answer where appropriate.
Design

This study utilized a pretest/posttest two group experimental design to answer the
research questions. With this particular research design, each of the nine factors of
internal validity is controlled and will not interfere with the experiment. Threats to
external validity will be controlled through the random assignment of subjects to
treatment groups and the number of intact classes used. Equality of treatment will be
verified through the use of student lesson worksheets and/or videotapes. However, the
experimenter acknowledges the possible weaknesses in external validity as identified by
Campbell and Stanley (1979). They are: interaction of testing and the treatment,
interaction of the selection and the treatment, and reactive arrangements. The
experimenter considers the intact groups to be a fair representation of the population to
which the results will be generalized. Figure three illustrates the research design for the
project. The small boxes to the left of the design, containing numbers, represent the
individual schools and the number of classes participating in the project.
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Figure 3: Research Design.
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x
X
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**numbers in boxes denote the number of classes participating from each of the six
elementary schools.
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Null Hypotheses

The following statements serve as the hypotheses for this experimental study:
1) There will be no significant difference between sqldentls' scores on the Music
Description Test in a method of music instruction that utilizeiS wriaing activities and one
that utilizes participatory listening activities.
2) There will be no significant difference between stl.ldentS' scores on the Music
Identification Test in a method of music instruction that utili~es writing activities and one
that utilizes participatory listening activities.
3) There will be no significant difference between stt/dents' scores on the Musical
Preference Test in either a method of music instruction that utilizes writing activities or
one that utilizes participatory listening activities.
4) There will be no significant interaction between method of instruction, grade
level, degree of writing presence in the classroom, gender an~i students' scores on the
Musical Preference Test.
5) There will be no significant interaction between method of instruction, grade
level, degree of writing presence in the classroom, gender an~l students' scores on the
Music Description Test.
6) There will be no significant interaction between method of instruction, grade
level, degree of writing presence in the classroom, gender an~l students' scores on the
Music Identification Test.
7) There will be no significant substantial relationship between students' scores
on the Music Description Test and the Musical Preference Te~t.
8) There will be no significant substantial relationship between students' scores
on the Music Identification Test and the Musical Preference Test.

I
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9) There will be no I'ignificant in teraction between music teacher and method and

students' scores on the Music Description Test, the Music Identification Test, and the
Musical Preference Test.
10) There will be nq significant difference in students' scores on the Music
Description Test, the Music Identification Test, and the Musical Preference Test between
regular classroom teachers.

TimeTable
This experimental study was conducted during an eight week time span in the
months of January, February, and March 1995. Pretesting, involving measurement of
students' accurate use of descriptive language for music and musical preference, was
conducted in the first week 9f the study. At the same time, the regular classroom teachers
completed the Guttman survey measuring the degree of writing presence in their
classrooms. For the next five \\Ieeks, the experimental portion of the project was
implemented in the music classlroom twice a week for a total of 10 music lessons.
Posttesting took place in the se,renth and eigth weeks of the project which again involved
students in the testing of aCQurate descriptive language for music, musical preference, and
the additional factor of music identification.

Summary
In this study, three l11easlurement instruments were created, pilot tested, and
measured for reliability andvalfdity. In addition, two methods of music instruction, one
utilizing writing activities aqd one utilizing traditional participatory listening activities,
were created. These constiU,lte the primary dependent and independent variables for this
investigation. Three secondjlry 'independent variables were also identified.
An eight-week

prete~tI~)sttest

classes from six schools in
classroom teachers, and six

tl~ree

experimental design was conducted with 35 intact

school districts. The sample comprised 732 students, 35

~nusic

teachers.
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Chapter Four will present the results of the study and Chapter Five will present a
discussion of the results.
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Chapter IV
Results and Data Analyses

This chapter will present the analyses of data collected for this study. This study
utilized a pretestlposttest two group experimental design to answer the research
questions. The primary independent variables were the two methods of music
instruction, previously labeled as method A and method B. Three secondary independent
variables included: gender, grade level, and degree of writing presence in the regular
classroom. The dependent variables examined were students' scores on a Music
Deslcription Test, a Music Identification Test, and a Musical Preference Test.
Seven-hundred and eleven fourth- and fifth-grade students comprised the original
sample size at the beginning of the experiment. These students represented 36 intact
classes from six elementary schools in three different school districts. The researcher
ex}X:rienced mortality with 318 subjects throughout the project. Data from 10 classes in
two elementary schools (N=194) were disregarded due to music teacher error with test
administration. Three additional classes were not considered for analysis because the
studlents' did not complete one of the pre- or posttests (N=58) and/or the classroom
teacher failed to complete the writing survey. Each of the remaining intact classes
sum~red

an average mortality of two students due to student absences or incomplete

testing data (N=57). Thus, the sample size for data analysis was 402 subjects. Of the 402
subjc::cts, there were 219 fourth-graders and 183 fifth-graders. The gender make-up of the
studcmts included 205 girls and 197 boys.
Three judges scored 268 pre- and posttest writing samples with the use of a
holistic scoring rubric designed by the researcher. In addition, each judge scored 100 of
the same papers in order to calculate reliability of the rubric. The interjudge reliability
coeflficient was .76 which was acceptable to the researcher.
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Results from the Guttman Scalogram Survey, completed by classroom teachers,
enabled the researcher to categorize the degree of writing presence in the regular
classroom as high, medium. or low. Of the 23 classes that remained for data analyses,
seven classes were identified as "high degree of writing presence classrooms, II eight
classes were identified as "medium degree of writing presence," and eight were "low
presence" classrooms.
Data were analyzed using the Statistica MacSoJtware Program available for the
Apple Macintosh computer. Analyses of Variance, repeated measures Multivariate
Analyses of Variance, t-test of independent samples, and two-variable correlation tests
were conducted to measure mean differences, interactions, and possible relationships in
the data. The results for each null hypothesis will be presented individually and the
chapter will conclude with a summary of the findings.

Data Analyses
Null Hvpothesis 1: There will be no significant difference between students' scores on
the Music Description Test in a method of music instruction that utilizes writing activities
and one that utilizes participatory listening activities.
A repeated measures ANOVA revealed that a significant difference lies in the
main effect of music description pre- and posttest scores. A significant difference was
also detected when the main effect was method of instruction. No significant interaction
between method and pre- and posttest music description scores was found. Based on the
results of this analysis, the researcher rejected the first null hypothesis. The inteIpretation
of these results indicate that the students, regardless of method of music instruction
received, improved between the pre- and postlest scores. As seen in Figure 4
represented by a line graph, students who received method B not only had higher posttest
scores but higher pretest scores as well. Table 1 summarizes the results of the test and
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Figure 4 illustrates the significant ~iifference in the main effect of pre- and posttest scores
and method.
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Table 1 Repeated Measures ANOV A:

Dependent variable: Music Description Scores
Independent variable: Method of Instruction
Repeated Measures: Test (pre and post)
MS

F

p-level

24.42

24.42

68.912

.000*

Method

5.30

5.30

4.433

.03*

Test It
Method

.0483

.0483

Effect

SS

Test (pre and
post)

df

.136

.71 (ns)
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Figure 4: Main Effect Description Test Scores
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Null Hypothesis 2: There will be no significant difference between students' scores on
the Music Identification Test in a method of music instruction that utilizes writing
activities and one that utilizes participatory listening activities.
The Music Identification Test was a posttest only situation. Since there was no
"within subjects" nature to be examined, the researcher used a t-test for independent
samples to analyze the data. As seen in Table 2, a significant difference was found
between students' scores in the two methods of instruction. Students who received
method B scored significantly higher on the identification test than those in method A.
Therefore, hypothesis number two was rejected.

Table 2 t-Test for Independent Samples
Group

N

M

so

A

234

6.62

1.73

Sig

-2.63
B

168

7.f1)

.009*

1.86

Null Hvpothesis 3: There will be no significant difference between students' scores on
the Musical Preference Test in either a method of music instruction that utilizes writing
activities or one that utilizes participatory listening activities.
Arepeated measures ANOVA revealed that a significant difference lies in the
main effect of musical preference pre- and posUest scores. However, main effect of
method of instruction as well as the interaction between method and pre- and posttest
musical preference scores were non-significant. The interpretation of these results
indicate that, regardless of method of music instruction received, student scores improved
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between the pre- and posUest scores. However, one method of instruction did not
produce significantly higher scores. Thus, the researcher failed to reject the third null
hypothesis. Table 3 summarizes the results of the test and Figure 5 illustrates the
presence of significant difference only in the main effect of pre- and posttest scores.

Table 3 Repeated Measures ANOV A:
Dependent variable: Preference Scores
Independent variable: Method of Instruction
Repeated Measures: Test (pre and post)

df

MS

F

p-Ievel

Test (pre and 162.65
post)

1

162.65

94.86

.000*

Method

12.539

1

12.54

3.19

.08 (ns)

Test x
Method

1.95

1

1.95

1.139

.29 (ns)

Effect

SS
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Figure 5: Means for Significance in Main Effect of Test
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Null Hypothesis 4: There will be no significant interaction between method of
instruction, grade level, degree of writing presence in the classroom, gender and students'
scores on the Musical Preference Test.
A repeated measures MANOVA revealed that no significant interaction is found
between any of the four variables when examined against pre- and posttest musical
preference scores in any combination. Therefore hypothesis four was failed to be
rejected. However, a significant interaction was found between the variables of grade,
method, and test. Interaction between writing presence, method, and test was nonsignificant as was the interaction of gender, grade, writing presence, method, and test. As
illustrated in Figure 6, students in grade five, receiving method B instruction scored
significantly higher on the posttest than did students in fourth-grade and/or method A.
Table 4 provides a summary of the combinations of interactions across the variables and
Table 5 illustrates a summary of means for the variables in the interaction.
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Table 4 Repeated Measures MANOV A:
Dependent Variable: Preference Test Scores
Independent Variables: 1- Gender 2-Grade 3-Writing Presence 4-Method
Repeated Measures: 5-Test (pre- and post)
Effect

SS

df

MS

F

p-level

1X 5

.51

.514

32

57 (ns)

2X5

4.42

4.421

2.76

.09 (ns)

3 X 5

3.79

1.894

1.18

31 (ns)

4X5

.17

.174

.11

.74(ns)

lX4X5

5.41

5.411

3.17

.08 (ns)

2X4X5

7.74

7.745

4.55

.03*

3X4X5

9.58

2

4.792

2.83

.06 (ns)

lX2X3X4X5

4.12

2

2.062

1.29

.28 (ns)

2
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Table 5

Summary of Means for Interaction

Means

STHISiICA
Gc~JE.UL.

MANOVA
GeNDER
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

All Groups

GRADE
4

4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5

5
5
5
4
'4

4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5

WRITING

MEiHOD
1
2

1
1
2
2
3
3

2
1
2

1
1

2

2
2
3
3
1
1
2
2
3
3
1
1
2
2
3
3

l

1
1

2
1
2
1
2
1

2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2

PREFPRE

I

PREFPSi

Vat \d N

2.41010101010
3.61010101010
3.363421
3.235714
3.1063965
3.41010101010
4.222222
2.666667
4.10487810
3.444444
3.1076923
4.444445
3.833333
4.105263
4.681818
3.62510010
4.090909
3.800000
4.444445
2.6923108
5.484848
3.142857
3.866667
5.6010101010

3.81010101010
4.41010101010
4.421052
2.5710129
4.17241.1
4.2100000
4.888889
5.00010010
5.1073171
5.10101010100
4.2310769
4.666667
4.333333
5.342105
5.590909
3.25100100
4.787879
4.9001000
4.555555
4.538462
5.303030
5.428571
5.666667
5.61010101010

5
35
19
7
29
10
9
12
011
9

3.91079610

4.803483

402

13

9
6
38
22
8
33
10
9
13

33
7
15
10
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Figure 6: Musical Preference Test: Interactions of Grade, Method, and Test
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Null Hvpothesis 5: There will be n'o significant interaction between method of
instruction, grade level, degree of writing presence in the classroom, gender and students'
scores on the Music Descriptiop. Test.
A repeated measures M.ANOV A revealed that no significant interaction was
found between the four variabl~s examined against pre- and posttest music description
scores. In addition, no signific,~nt interaction was found in the combinations of gender
and method, grade and method\ and writing and method with test. Based on these results,
the researcher failed to reject h¥pothesis five. However, when examined individually,
significant interaction was [ ouqd between grade level and test. Students' scores in the
fifth-grade were significantly higher on the posttest than those of the fourth-graders.
Therefore, it can be concluded

~at students

in the fifth-grade responded better to both

methods of instruction that we~ administered. This interaction is illustrated in Figure 7.
No other significant interaction;s were detected when variables were considered
individually against pre- and pqsttest music description scores. Further, the interaction of
gender, grade, writing presence, method, and test was non-significant. Table 6 provides a
summary of the combinations of intieractions across the variables and Table 7 illustrates a
summary of means for the vari~bles in the interaction.
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Table 6 Repeated Measures MANOV A:
Dependent Variable: Description Test Scores
Independent Variables: 1- Gender 2-Grade 3-Writing Presence 4-Method
Repeated Measures: 5-Test (pre- and post)
Effect

SS

df

MS

F

p-Ievel

1X 5

.01

.017

.02

2X5

3.59

3.593

10.79

3 X 5

1.06

.528

1.59

.21 (ns)

4X5

.96

.964

2.90

.09 (ns)

IX4X5

.00

.000

.00

.10(05)

2X4X5

.67

.669

1.93

.16 (05)

3X4X5

.frl

2

.436

1.24

.29 (05)

IX2X3X4X5

.39

2

.194

.58

.56 (ns)

2

.89 (05)
.001*
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Figure 7: Music Description Test: Interaction of Grade and Test
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Table 7

Summary of Means for Interaction

Means

STATISTICA
GENERAL
MANOVA
GENDER

GRADE

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
All Groups

4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5

WRITING
1
1
2
2
3
3
1
1
2
2
3
3
1
1
2
2
3
3
1
1
2
2
3
3

METHOD
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2

Va tid N

LANGPRE

LANGPOST

2.600000
2.714286
1.684211
2.571429
2.241379
1.900000
2.555556
2.666667
2.317073
2.111111
2.307692
2.222222
3.500000
2.710526
2.727273
2.750000
2.575758
2.600000
2.888889
3.000000
2.424242
2.428571
3.200000
3.000000

2.400000
2.885714
2.631579
3.000000
2.241379
2.400000
3.000000
3.250000
2.585366
2.222222
2.615385
2.888889
2.833333
2.921052
3.090909
3.000000
2.848485
2.700000
3.555556
3.846154
3.000000
3.285714
3.533333
3.600000

5
35
19
7
29
10
9
12
41
9
13
9
6
38
22
8
33
10
9
13
33
7
15
10

2.532338

2.803085

~2
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Null Hypothesis 6: There will be no significant interaction between method of
instruction, grade level, degree of writing presence in the classroom, gender and students'
scores on the Music Identification Test.
A five-way MANOV A revealed that no significant interaction was found between
the four variables examined against the Music Identification test scores. Based on these
results, the researcher failed to reject hypothesis five. However, when the variables were
examined individually with consideration to main effects, significant interaction was
found between three variables and music identification test scores. When gender was the
main effect, girls scored significantly higher than boys on the identification test.
Significant difference was also found when method of instruction was the main effect.
Students in method B scored higher on the music identification test than those in method
A. In the same manner, students from classrooms with a medium degree of writing
presence scored significantly higher on the test than those in classrooms with high or low
degrees of writing presence. The main effect of grade level did not produce a significant
difference between fourth- and fifth-grade students' scores on the music identification
test. No significant interaction was found in the combinations of gender, writing
presence, and method, as well as gender, grade, writing presence, and method. However,
a significant interaction in identification scores was found with regard to writing presence
and method (see Figure 8) and grade level, writing presence, and method of instruction
(see Figure 9). Table 8 provides an illustration of the combinations of interactions across
the variables and Table 9 illustrates a summary of means for the variables in the
interaction.
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Table 8 MANOV A:
Dependent Variable: Music Identification Test Scores
Independent Variables: 1- Gender 2- Grade 3- Writing Presence 4- Method
MS

F

e-Ievel

11.65

11.650

4.26

.04*

4.15

4.153

1.52

.22 (ns)

11.880

4.35

.01*
.002*

FIfect

SS

Gender
Grade

df

Writing Presence

23.76

2

Method

25.34

25.336

9.27

1 X 4

.65

.650

.21

.65 (ns)

2X4

.06

.063

.02

.89 (ns)

3 X 4

20.45

2

10.227

3.32

lX3X4

1.53

2

.765

.25

2X3X4

112.60

2

56.300

20.269

.00*

lX2X3X4

6.10

2

3.050

1.12

.33(ns)

.04*
.79 (ns)
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Table 9

Summary of Means for Interaction

Means

STATISTICA
GENERAL
MANOVA
GENDER
1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1
1

1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

All Groups

GRADE
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5

WRITING

METHOD

1

1

1

2
1
2

2
2
3
3
1
1
2
2
3
3
1
1
2
2
3
3
1
1
2
2
3
3

1

2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1

2
1
2

ro

Valid N

6.600000
6.685714
7.000000
6.142857
5.344828
6.600000
4.666667
7.750000
6.902439
8.333333
8.000000
5.666667
6.000000
7.105263
7.590909
7.125000
6.393939
8.100000
5.777778
7.615385
6.575758
8.285714
7.666667
6.400000

5
35
19

6.813433

402

7

29
10
9
12
41
9
13

9
6
38
22
8
33
10
9
13

33
7
15
10
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Figure 8: Music Identification Test: Interactions of Writing Presence and Method
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Figure 9: Music Identification Test Interactions of Grade, Writing Presence, and

Method
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Null HYJ?<?thesis 7: There will b.,e no significant substantial relationship between students'
scores on the Music Description Test and the Musical Preference Test.
A correlation coefficient of .08 (n.sl p< .05) revealed that neither a significant or
substantiql relationship exists be~een students' scores on the Music Description Test and
"

the MusiQal Preference Test Th~refore, hypothesis seven was failed to be rejected.

Null Hvg)thesis 8: There will b~ no significant substantial relationship between students'
scores on the Music Identification Test and! the Musical Preference Test.
A correlation coefficient of .20 was: identified as a significant non-relationship
(p< 0.00) between students' scor~s on the Music Identification Test and the Musical
Preferenc~

Null

Test! Therefore, hy~)thesis eight was failed to be rejected.

Hyp<~thesis

9: There will

method and students' scores on

~

no significant interaction between music teacher and

t~le

Music D)escription Test, the Music Identification Test,

and the M.usicall Preference Test.
Two two-way repeated measures ANOV AS and one two-way ANDV A revealed
that significant <differences lie in each of the interactions across variables and therefore,
hypothesi~

nine IWas rejected. The repeated! measures ANOV AS were conducted to

analyze differen:ces among teachj::r, method, and preference and description test scores.
In both in~tance:s, significance in main effects and interactions was found. The only
exception was in preference scorj::s where uo significance was found when method was
the main

~ffect.:

Because scores on the Music Identification Test represent posttest only,

the nature of within subjects could not be measured. Results of a two-way ANDV A
revealed that there was no significance when the main effect was method. However,
significant;:e

w~

found when teat;:her was the main effect and in the interaction. Tables

10, 11, ant;l12 provide summariel) of the significant effects and interactions. Figures 10
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through 12 illustrate the significance between variables. A Newman-Keuls post hoc
comparison (Figure 13) illustrates the significant differences between music teachers and
method with regard to music identification scores.
From these results, it can be concluded that some music teachers were more
comfortable with one of the two methods of instruction. Therefore students' scores on
some posttests were significantly higher than others.

Table 10 Two-Way Repeated Measures ANOV A:
Main Effects and Interactions
Dependent Variable: Description Test Scores
Independent Variables: 1- Music Teacher 2-Method
Repeated Measures: 3-Test (pre- and post)
Effect

SS

df

MS

F

p-Ievel

Teacher

68.68

3

21.227

21.78

.000*

Method

8.45

8.451

8.67

.003*

12.64

12.636

38.23

.000*

.916

2.77

.C»*

Test

1X 2 X 3

2.74

3
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Table 11 Two-Way ANOV A:
Main Effects and Interactions
Dependent Variable: Identification Test Scores
Independent Variables: 1- Music Teacher 2-Method
Effect

SS

df

MS

F

p-Ievel

Teacher

106.19

3

35.400

12.75

.0001*

Method

7.87

1

7.869

2.83

.09(ns)

1X 2

41.94

3

13.981

5.03

.002*

Table 12 Two-Way Repeated Measures ANOVA:
Main Effects and Interactions
Dependent Variable: Preference Test Scores
Independent Variables: 1- Music Teacher 2-Method
Repeated Measures: 3-Preference Test (pre- and post)
Effect

SS

df

MS

F

p-Ievel

Teacher

44.90

3

14.968

3.92

.009*

Method

3.08

1

3.095

.804

106.119

&1-.61

.00*

5.720

3.48

.02*

Test

106.12

1X 2 X 3

17.16

3

37(ns)
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Figure 10: Description Test Interactions of Music Teacher, Method and Test
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Figure 11: Identification Test: Interactions of Music Teacher, Method and Test
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Figure 12: Preference Test: Interactions of Music Teacher, Method, and Test
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Figure 13: Newman-Keuls Post-Hoc Comparison Procedure

Teacher

4

1

1

2

4

3

2

3

M~~

B

A

B

A

A

A

B

B

5.88

5.93

6.32

6.35

6.76

7.38

7.55

7.95

Means

--~~--~~----~--~~----~---

*underline denotes non-significant differences
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Null Hypothesis 10: There will be no significant difference in students' scores on the
Music Description Tefft, the Music Identification Test, and the Musical Preference Test
between regular classroom teachers.
Two repeated measures ANDV As revealed significant differences between
students' scores on tests concerning music description and preference and in the
interaction of classroom teachers' with test scores. In both cases, significance was found
when the main effects were teacher and test and with the interactions between teacher and
test (See Tables 13 and 15). A one-way ANDV A (see Table 14) was conducted for
differences between classroom teachers and identification test scores and again
significant differences were found. Based on these results, hypothesis ten was rejected.

Table 13 Repeated Measures ANOV A:
Dependent Variable: Description Test Scores
Independent Variable: Classroom Teachers
Repeated Measures: Test (pre and post)
Effect

SS

df

MS

F

p-level

Teacher

153.83

22

6.992

8.03

.000*

Test

18.38

18.381

58.44

.000*

Teacher X Test

22.56

1.026

3.26

.0000017*

22
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Table 14 One-Way ANOVA:
Dependent Variable: Identification Test Scores
Independent Variables: Classroom Teachers

ss

elf

MS

F

p-level

Effect

302.66

22

13.757

5.25

.()(){)*

Error

992.35

379

2.618

Table 15 Repeated Measures ANOV A:
Dependent Variable: Preference Test Scor~s
Independent Variables: Classroom Teache~'s
Repeated Measures: Test (pre and post)
Effect

SS

elf

MS

F

p-level

Teacher

243.35

22

11.061

3.12

.000004*

Test

151.17

151.170

94.23

.()(){)*

Teacher X Test

79.80

3.63

2.26

.001*

22

Summary
This chapter presented the results aQd analyses of data collected for this
pretest/posttest two group experimental

stu~ly.

were reported individually. The results

illu~trate

The research findings for each hypotheses
significant differences between method

of instruction and the variables of music de~cription and music identification. Method of
instruction did not, however, significantly i~lJ1uence mpsical preference. Also
significantly different were students' scores on the Music Description Test, the Music
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Identification Test, and Musical Preference Test between the 23 classroom teachers' who
participated in the project.
With regard to interactions, method of instruction, grade level, degree of writing
presence, and gender did not significantly interact collectively with music description,
music identification, or musical preference, although some areas interacted with these
variables individually. Significant interactions were found between music teacher and
method with regard to students' scores on tests of music description, identification, and
preference.
Two correlations, testing the relationship between musical preference with music
description and music identification, resulted in values indicating no relationship between
the variables. The correlation results differ, however, in terms of significance. The nonrelationship of music description and musical preference was non-significant while music
identification and musical preference resulted in a significant non-relationship.
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Chapter V
Discussion, Conclusions and Implications
The purpose of this study was to explore the nature of the differences between
two groups of students, each of whom received a different method of music instruction.
One method of instruction included writing activities for the music class while the other
utilized participatory listening activities. The researcher sought to examine the effect of
the different methods of instruction on two factors of the musical listening experience
identified as students' use of descriptive language for music and music identification as
well as musical preference. The intent of the researcher was not to measure which
method of instruction was better but to examine the achievement differences in the
groups based on factors such as gender, grade level, degree of writing presence in the
regular classroom setting, and assigned music teacher.
This chapter will offer discussion, conclusions, and implications of the results of
the research study. Each research question will be addressed individually and the chapter
will conclude with a summary of the conclusions and implications for future research in
this area.
The first three research questions addressed the effect of each method of
instruction on scores for each of three individual areas: music description, music
identification, and musical preference. Music description and musical preference were
both pre- and posttest situations and music identification was posttest only.
In terms of description and preference, the posUest scores in both methods of
instruction were significantly higher than the pretest scores. This indicates that both
methods of instruction were successful in improving students' ability to describe music as
well as increase their musical preference for the pieces studied. Although writing
activities in the music class may sometimes seem tedious or present logistical challenges
such as having no desks to write on, music teachers who utilize the writing process in
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their instruction are not sacrificing the development of listening skills with regard to
music description and musical preference. Rather, they are seemingly offering students
yet another avenue for improving abilities in music description and influencing
preference.
No significant findings were found in either area of description or preference with
consideration to interactions of test and method. This indicates that one method was not
surperior to the other at improving description or preference scores. Students' assigned to
the method that used participatory listening activities made just as many personal
connections and increased in vocabulary for music through oral discussion as did the
others. Based on previous research findings, this result was not anticipated. It was
expected that students assigned to the method containing writing activities would
increase their ability to write about music and make more personal connections. Because
of this unexpected finding, the researcher was interested in examining the nature of the
written descriptions in more detail and selected 40 posttests for examination. From the
designed five-point rubric, a "3" response indicated the presence of personal connections
and appropriate descriptions for music. However, a "4" response indicated extensive
personal descriptions and sophisticated terminology for music description. What
emerged from the examination of the posttests is of interest and holds implication for
future research. There seemed to be a shift from students' "personal" vocabulary to more
sophisticated musical language on the posttests. However, the amount of personal
connections to the music present was the same and even decreased in some instances.
This is indicative of a lack of in-depth processing that paralleled the growth of musical
vocabulary. Therefore, when the judges identified correct musical terminology without
personal connections on the posttests, the essays did not receive an improved score of 4.
The researcher believes that this accounts for the nonsignificance that was found.
However, this nonsignificant result appears to counter the theory of levels of processing
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that states that learning new infonnation, such as vocabulary for music, is achieved
through personal connection and extension to what is already known by the learner.
Future research is warranted that examines the growth of musical vocabulary and indepth processing of new information.
Generally, these results support previous research which has found that students
lack vocabulary for music and need to be nurtured in this area as early as the elementary
grades. Those who investigate this area in the future must consider the necessity of
young students to use their personal vocabulary to describe music in order to allow for
genuine meaning and connection. The researcher struggled with the question of whether
to impose the use of standardized music terminology on the students participating before
they might be adequately prepared to use it. Moreover, the results in this area of the
study did not help to clarify this often philosophical question. Therefore, it may well be
that the goal of music teachers for music description should not focus on technical terms
for music, but rather allow students' to continue to make personal connections to what
they hear as they develop the necessary sophisticated music vocabulary to describe
musical events.
Nonsignificance was also a result in the area of musiCal preference with regard to
the interactions of test and method. Again. both methods of instruction were successful
in increasing students' preference scores. The significant difference found was in favor of
the posttests for both methods when test was the main effect. This supports previous
research indicating that becoming more familiar with a piece of music influences
preference for that particular piece. Unlike the results for music description and
identification, no main effect of method was found with consideration to preference
scores. This was an expected result. Both methods of instruction gave equal time of
study and repeated Iistenings to each piece. It was assumed that the writing activities in
method A would take a greater amount of time to complete than would the oral
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discussion and participatory activities in method B. Had students in one method spent
more time with each piece, one would expect a greater familiarity with the pieces and
therefore a greater preference scores in one method would have resulted. However,
students in both methods were given the same opportunities for repeated listenings, and
the results show that equal time spent studying the pieces meant the same amount of
increased musical preference.
An interesting note to both areas of music description and preference is the
preferential statements that appeared in the students' music descriptions. Often,
descriptions reflected preference for a certain element or elements of music. "This piece
is fast so it is good" was a typical response on the description essays. Comments such as
this support previous research studies that indicate students making preference choices
with regard to a certain element of music (leBlanc, 1981).
In terms of music identification, no significant difference was found; however,
the test scores' means indicate that students who took part in the participatory listening
activities scored higher on the music identification test than those who were using writing
actiivities. Therefore, it can be inferred that writing activities are not as effective for the
music class when teachers are attempting to increase students' ability to identify a piece
of music as one that they have studied previously. This refutes the previous work of
Craik and Lockhart regarding human memory. These authors have suggested that when
people write about and make connections to new information, memory is increased and
the information becomes more meaningful. Such is seemingly not the case when students
write about music in the music class.
There are a few possible explanations for these results. First, perhaps students
who were writing in the music class simply ceased careful listening and attention to the
music, thus not being able to recognize the excerpts of the pieces when they were
presented on a test. Also, students who were writing were attending to a certain
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characteristic or element of the music, identified by th~ lesson piau designer, and
concentrating on description. It is possible that description became the main goal of the
lesson. Therefore, students who were writing were not. able to cOI1lnect with parts of the
music that they would have personally chosen to focus on and thaV may have allowed
them to identify it in the future. Lastly, it is possible tqat the writing activities did not last
long enough for students to make true connections or process the information to a deeper
level.
On the other hand, students receiving method

a instruction participated in

exposure to the music in a variety of modes for leamin~: kinesthetically, aurally, and
visually. Therefore, these students were given more opportunity tc> connect with certain
aspects of music that may have enhanced memory and recognitionl abilities. This finding
supports the previous work of Sims who indicated that music teachers must continue to
provide a variety of experiences in music in order to eQhance memory.
One peculiar result in both areas of description ~nd preference scores was found
in the pre- and posttest scores between groups. StudenlS receiving!method A instruction
had lower description scores in both pre- and posttest sjtuation. Stludents assigned to
method B started and ended with higher description scqres. The opposite was true in the
area of preference. Students assigned to method A had higher prefierence scores in both
the pre- and posttest situations for musical preference a.nd method lB' students' produced
the lower scores on both pre- and posttests. This is

un~xplainable

Ito the researcher

because of the random assignment of both groups.
Research question number four addressed the iQteraction of method and gender
with regard to music description, music identification, ,~nd musicall preference. No
previous research studies exist with specific concern for these variables and gender.
The findings indicate that gender does not play ~ significant role when interacting
with method for students' music description scores,

mu~ic

identification scores, and
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preference scores. Boys and girls in both methods of instruction did equally well on the
tests for each variable. Further, even though identincatiion scores did not reflect a
significant interaction with consideration to gender ,md Imethod, there was a significant
difference between scores when the main effect was gemder. As demonstrated in the
results, girls scored significantly higher on the test t\1an:boys. This is not terribly
surprising when one considers that previous research has indicated that girls at this
elementary level generally have a positive attitude t9wards music class and respond to
activities more positively than boys (Boyle, Hosterrpanl, and Ramsey, 1981).
The interaction of writing presence and metQod 'With regard to students'
scores on music description, music identification, a\ld musical preference was the focus
of research question five. Results indicate that for both iareas of description and
preference, no significant interaction was detected. 'Thus, the amount of time that the
classroom teacher spent on writing activities did not have any effect on the description or
preference scores of either instruction group.
There was also no significant difference in mainl effects for these variables. In the
area of preference, this result was expected. The two areas of writing presence and
method seem virtually unrelated when examined wit.h regard to scores indicating musical
preference. However, the findings that indicate no significant interaction between
writing presence and method when examined with d~scription scores was not anticipated.
One would expect that students with a high degree of whting presence in the regular
classroom would respond better to the method that utilized writing activities and that it
would be detected in scores for description. The mere practice of daily writing would
add a certain comfort level to the writing activities rt;sullting in better descriptions. This
was not the case in this study. Perhaps students witl) a high degree of writing activity in
the regular classroom and participating in method A utillizing writing responded just the
oppposite as an indication of being bored with the routir,le of writing. Meanwhile, it
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may be speculated that students with medium and low degrees of writing presence had
difficulty adjusting to writing in music when they were assigned to method A.
In seeking further explanation for these results regarding writing presence, the
researcher chose to reflect on the nature of the writing tasks in method A as well as the
procedure for evaluation of skills for music description. Classrooms identified as having
high writing presence may also be characterized as "process writing classrooms." In
thes.e classrooms, writing activities are used in an environment free of restrictions for
writing such as assigned topics for response and/or a time frame in which to write.
Students in such classrooms are permitted to choose both when to write and the content
with which to write about. With this in mind, it may be speculated that students involved
in this project and identified as high degree of writing presence actually responded
negatively to the writing tasks because they experienced restriction with their personal
writing process, thus causing the lower scores for description. The mere presence of
student worksheets, pre-selected topics, and a rather short time frame may have caused
the students to struggle with the presented task.
Moreover, the researcher believes that the rubric used to evaluate the
pretest/posttest descriptive essays may also have been restrictive in nature and would
have affected the results for description. It is possible that the actual task of writing as
well as the critical thinking incorporated by the students to complete the task was
somehow "lost" in the scoring procedure.
Suggestions for future research mat be derived that specifically address these
problems. First, future qualitiative studies would include scoring with consideration to
writing tasks in the individual lessons and not just the pre- and posttest samples. Also,
instead of student worksheets that may be restrictive, students would experience a free
writing situation through the use of personal journals. And, writing tasks started in the
music setting may be followed up and reinforced in the regular classroom.
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The significant interaction between writing presence and method occurred with
music identification scores. Students assigned to method B of instruction, utilizing
participatory listening activities, and who also had a low degree of writing presence
scored significantly higher on the identification tests than any other combinations of
groups. This finding would seem logical with regard to appropriateness of method of
instruction. When teaching for music identification purposes, the method of instruction
that did not involve writing was most suited to students who had a low degree of writing
presence in their regular classroom. Any presence of writing activities would present an
additional challenge for students who were not accustomed to a great deal of writing and
therefore hinder their ability to listen for purposes of identifying music in the future.
When presented with the method of instruction that involved participatory activities, this
group of students could concentrate more on the music itself and make the connections
necessary to help them remember the piece as one that they have studied.
In the same manner, a significant difference was found when writing presence
was the main effect. Here, students in the category identified as medium degree of
writing presence responded with higher scores for music identification. This finding is
peculiar. One would expect that students in the category identified as high degree of
writing presence would score significantly higher on the identification test. The mere
fact that these students would be comfortable with writing activities would allow them to
concentrate more on the music and find ways to remember the music for purposes of
future identification.
No previous research studies exist that examine writing presence and methods of
instruction with regard to music description, music identification, and musical preference.
Therefore, future studies are warranted. What emerges from the findings in this study is
the suggestion that music teachers who wish to use writing activities in the music class
should also consider the classroom writing situation. particularly with regard to teaching
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music identification skills. If the classroom teacher does not use 'l. high degree of writing
presence in the classroom, then students are likely to struggle witl) the activity, thus
distracting them from the music lesson.
Research question number six focused on the possible interactions between grade
level, fourth- or fifth-grade, and method of instruction with regar~l to the same three
variables: description, identification, and preference. Ironically, apd unlike the previous
two situations, this was the only occurrence where no interaction was found \with regards
to music identification. Some researchers would suggest that diff(!,ring age arid
experience levels would have allowed the fifth-graders to score si~nificantly higher on
identification tests than fourth-graders however, the musical seleclions chosen for the
project were anonymous to all students' at the project's inception. Therefore,lstudents
responded in a similar fashion when identifying pieces that they

h,~d

studied in music

class regardless of grade level and method. This result indicates that both meithods of
instruction are appropriate for either grade level with regards to achiev~ment in music
identification.
Significant interactions occurred in grade level and methoq with regand to
musical preference. Results indicate that students in grade five, re.ceiving method B of
instruction (participatory activities), scored significantly higher OQ the musical preference
test than did the other grade levels and method. However, the resQarcher is sensitive to
the fact that this significant difference may be attributed to low pn;.test scores and not a
I

result of method of instruction. There was no significant differenqe when thel main effect
was grade level. These results imply that, when concerned with increasing musical
preference, the use of participatory listening activities with fifth-g\-aders is mme
successful than the use of writing activities. Perhaps this is true

~cause

of the

combination of activities that would allow students to identify with aspects in the music
that they might prefer hearing in the future. It was not expected, however, that the same
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would not be true with students in fourth-grade. In this instance, perhaps age does playa
role in the response to certain activities with regard to influencing musical preference.
What is implied is the need for future research investigations with regard to grade level,
activities, and preference as the variables for examination. Additionally, it may be
implied from these results that those music teachers working in a highly-concentrated
whole language school should not abandon the use of participatory listening activities in
the music lesson.
The same conclusions for the interactions of grade level and method examined
with musical preference cannot be stated for that of music description. In fact, just the
opposite is true. No significant interactions between grade level and method were found
when examining music description scores. However, when the main effect was grade
level, students in the fifth-grade scored significantly higher on the music description
posttest. This result was somewhat expected. Music description is a more mature and
involved process. Perhaps the additional year of experience and increased maturity level
of fifth-grade students enable them to achieve higher in this area.
Research questions seven and eight examined the extent of the relationship
between students' scores on the music description test and music identification test with
those on the musical preference test. Neither variable produced a substantial relationship
with musical preference. While a significant relationship was found between music
identification and musical preference, the relationship was almost random. With
consideration to music description and musical preference, the two areas are simply
unrelated.
The significant weak relationship between music identification and preference is a
result of great interest. Previous research states that becoming more familiar with a piece
of music generally results in the ability to identify it from a group of other pieces,
particularly at the junior high level. Also, according to previous research, becoming
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more familiar with a piece of music influences musical preference (Evans, 1965; Getz,
1966; Finnas, 1989). Therefore, it would be expected that the two variables of
identification and preference would have a significant substantial relationship to one
another. Unexpectedly, this was not a result of this study. Evidently, being able to
identify a piece as a result of studying it in detail in music class did not mean that it
would be preferred over a group of other pieces.
The interaction between music teacher and method when examined against scores
on music description, music identification, and musical preference was the focus of
research question nine. As a result of this analysis, it can be concluded that some music
teachers were more comfortable with some methods of instruction than were others.
Thus, some classes responded more favorably to one method over the other.
With regard to both music description and music identification, posUest scores
improved except for students who had teacher number four using method B music
instruction. Those particular students' scores on the posttest decreased, causing the
interactions with music teacher and method when examined against both variables. This
is a peculiar result when considering that method B was the method of music instruction
containing participatory listening activities that are typical to music class settings. The
implication derived from this is that teacher number four found greater success with the
use of writing activities in the music class, a result that was uniquely reflected in the
posttest scores for both music description and music identification. Because this
happened in two variables, it may be conjectured that this particular teacher may have
previous experience with the writing process or works closely with the teachers of
writing in her particular school. Also, two most interesting points must not be ignored
with regard to these results. Three of the five classes taught by this music instructor
come from classes identified as high degree of writing presence, indicating that these
students are among the most comfortable with writing in the project. Secondly, the
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school from which these students come is noted as a whole language school in this I
particular district.
In the area of influencing musical preference, improvement in

posttes~

scores

resulted for every teacher in both methods of instruction except for one. Students':
preference scores for teacher number one, using method B instruction, decreas~d, causing
an interaction. Despite this result, the mean difference was a mere .17, the sm411esl
difference in any pre- and posttest combination. Based on this occurrence in 0~11y one
area for this teacher and by the small amount of difference, the researcher does not:
believe that this reflects the teacher's comfort level with the method of instruction Hut
perhaps with the classes involved.
The implications derived from these results suggest that, for a majority of music
teachers, music instruction that utilizes activities from other disciplines such as the!
writing process can effectively be used in the music setting with a limited amo\lnt of
guidance or extra instruction. Also, teachers in schools where regular classes have .a high
degree of writing presence may take advantage of writing activities to benefit ~reasl of
music instruction such as music description and music identification.
The last research question, number 10, examined the differences betwe<in

I

students' scores in the three areas with regard to 23 individual classroom teache:rs. As
expected, significant differences were found in main effects and interactions acrossleach
of the three vaiables. Because the classroom teacher did not have any involvement with
methods of instruction or in influencing any of the test scores, this finding simply

I

suggests a result that was expected: differences lie with students participating in this
project as intact classes. To pinpoint the differences is a challenge for the rese~rche:r.
Perhaps the differences lie with the make-up of the students in each individual

c~lasSi.

maybe the differences lie in the classroom teachers' influence or attitude on stu\1ent I
performance in the music class. Without further inquiry into the separate classroom

Or,
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situations, it is difficult to offer proper explainations for these results. However,
implications can be drawn for the future. One major point that emerges from these
results is the usefulness of listening lessons and music to regular classroom teachers.
Often, classroom teachers are responsible for incorporating music instruction into their
daily routine. This presents a unique challenge to teachers because many lack a feeling
of competence as musicians, resources of activities, and ideas to draw from for the
instruction. The results of this study, as well as the activities contained within the two
methods of instruction, serve as a solution to this dilemma. Both methods contain
activities that classroom teachers can use in the classroom while fulfilling the need for
arts instruction. With little guidance, the teachers can use a component of their
curriculum that they feel comfortable with, such as the writing process, and incorporate
ideas from topics in the arts in order to broaden their scope of instruction. The question
is, "When writing, why not write about music?" Clearly, a combination of efforts from
both classroom and music teachers best serves the interests of all students. Supporting
one another's programs through recognizing the inherent differences in student makeup
and class dynamics is essential for successful teaching and meaningful learning
experiences.

Summary

On a global level, this study sought to determine the nature of the strengths and
weaknesses of two methods of music instruction, a learning theory, and aspects of learner
characteristics. The study was conducted with the belief that one method of instruction
is not inherently better than another but instead may interact with a variety of variables
that result in different outcomes for the learner. To support this belief, the researcher
conducted this study that explored the following:
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1) Three dependent variables identified as descriptive language for music,
musical preference, and music identification.
2) Three independent variables specific to the teachers involved: method of
instruction, degree of writing presence in the regular ch.lssroom, and teacher identity.
3) Two secondary independent variables specific to the learners: grade level and
gender.
As illustrated in the results of the study, examining these variables in a collective
fashion resulted in an overall picture of the nature of the learning experience for the
students involved in the study as well as the teaching experience for teachers executing
the lessons. This examination also provided for some interesting comparisons with
regard to the nature of the different tasks accomplished by students and teachers.
In previous research studies, the dependent variables identified as music
description, music identification, and musical preference have been isolated for
examination. While isolating them for measurement was true for this investigation, the
variables were also presented in side by side comparisons to examine the response to
treatments as they relate to the given learning theory. From this comparison it was
possible to compare and contrast the related, yet different, skills.
With regard to method of instruction, the variables identified as music description
and music identification were considered in tandem as responses indicative of listening
skills. Results for musical preference, however, could not be teamed with these variables
for comparison. Therefore, this suggests that the 'levels of processing' model has
validity for music identification and description, but may not influence preference. It
may be speculated that this is so because identification and description are more skilloriented tasks that may be developed through the use of strategies for learning, such as
the ones contained within the levels of processing model (see Figure 1). Preference, on
the other hand, is largely dependent upon the act of choosing one thing over another; it is
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not indicative of knowledge. Therefore, because preference car,not be taught, it may not
be similarly affected by learning strategies appropriate for music description and
identification.
When considering the interactions both within and across the examined variables,
I

the validity of the 'levels of processing' model is best illustrated withl regard to student
outcomes in music identification. It is in this area that the

grea~st

number of significant

interactions ocurred. The very nature of identifying an item is Qased on the ability to
remember it from a previous experience. It would seem appare\lt that in no other area
would the human memory theory of levels of processing be mO\'e appropriately applied
than in the area of music identification where memory is the delTIOnstrated skill. Student
outcomes for music description and musical preference, which ,~re not directly dependent
on memory, resulted in limited significant interactions. Therefpre, it may be speculated
that the 'levels of processing' model is best suited for skills that rely <Dn human memory
such as music identification.
The only time in the investigation where comparison of flil three variables resulted
in similar outcomes is when the influence of music teacher was considered. In each case,
teacher interacted with method and, where appropriate, test. CQllectiively, these outcomes
illustrate that the levels of processing model remains internally valid, In this
investigation, the individual teacher using the levels of processipg model in instruction
did not affect the validity of the theory. Although these results t;lo not speak directly to
the apparent relationships among the three variables, they do reflect lthe ability of teachers
to bring their individual strengths to the music lesson, particularly witten instruction is
based on a learning theory.
Clearly, what is needed are future investigations that ex~ine this theory in both
collective and individual natures across variables representing

s~udent

outcomes for
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learning. As a result, researchers may begin to make determinations with regard to
meaningful learning experiences for students.

Conclusions of the Study

Based on the results of this study, it can be concluded that:
1) Two methods of music instruction, one which utilizes writing and one which
utilizes participatory listening activities, are equally effective at increasing students'
scores in the areas of music description, music identification, and musical preference.
2) Students in the upper elementary level can increase vocabulary for describing
music through instruction.
3) Students achieve identification skills in music through the use of a variety of
activities in music listening.
4) The method of music instruction that utilizes writing activities is most
appropriate for boys and girls at the fifth-grade level.
5) No apparent relationship exists amongst the variables of students' use of
descriptive language for music, music identification, and musical preference.
6) Some music teachers are more comfortable with certain methods of music

instruction than others.
7) There are differences between intact classes with regard to students' use of
descriptive language for music, music identification, and musical preference.

Implications for Future Research

While many of the findings derived from this research study serve to support the
results of previous research studies, implications for future investigations with regard to
each variable may be drawn from the stated conclusions. These investigations might
include both qualitative and quantitative study.
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In the area of music description, future research is warranted that gives particular
focus to students' written music descriptions. Such research studies would not only
concentrate on examining students' use of music vocabulary as a variable but also involve
tandem investigations involving music terminology and levels of processing new musical
information. Variables in the studies regarding levels of processing might concentrate on
the nature and content of personal connections and extensions made by the students in
their descriptions. In the same manner are warranted investigations that examine the
nature of music description with regard to gender and language used for description. A
future descriptive study might examine the attitude of students toward writing activities
in the music class as well as those of music teachers, who are virtually teaching outside
their area of expertise.
With regard to identification, the existing research literature is seriously lacking
studies that examine students ablility to recognize and identify music based on music
instruction. Possible future investigations may include the examination of certain
approaches and activities for the music class that are best suited for enhancing student
memory for music.
In contrast to the topic of identifcation is the widely studied area of musical
preference. In this area, it appears that only complex, tandem examinations such as those
involving grade level and method remain warranted for investigation.
Finally, there is a need for studies that examine activities that incorporate other
parts of the curriculum into the music class setting. With the emphasis of educating the
wlwle student becoming prominent in curricula, it becomes necessary for research studies
to be conducted that either support or refute these possibilities. Such investigations
would further this present study with regard to the writing process and writing as an
activity for music. The research agenda overflows with possibilities for future studies
that are general and specific. They may include but are not limited to the use of writing
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activities to teach specific elements of music, writing to enhance student descriptive
abilities, and the use of journals for performance-based evaluation.
As music education continues to change, what remains constant is the continued
search for a variety of methods of instruction that lend themselves to effective instruction
for learners. This study has provided insights into two such methods of instruction and
provides an empirical base from which future teachers and researchers may work.
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APPENDIX B:
Music Description Essay Test
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How well can you describe music?
DIRECTIONS: List~n to'the two pieces played for you. You will hear them several
times. On the lines below, describe what you hear in each of them. Use as many details
as you can. How are they different? How are they the same? Do the pieces remind you
of something you've hearql before? As you write, you may refer to them as "piece #1 and
piece #2"
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APPENDIXC:
Music Description Scoring Rubric
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Scorin~ Rubric
Music Desqription Essay
Grade~ 4 and 5
I

The essay will be scored based on a five-point rubric
A 4 response is complex! and demonstrates a thorough description and interpretation of
the music. The listener uses a variety of descriptive language and appropriate, specific
musical terminology to describe the element.s of music. There is considerable evidence of
extension in the description, such as connect,ion to other music, personal experiences,
and/or generalizations. There may be evidence of the listener's attention to evaluation of
the music or connection to the composer's process for creating the piece. Appropriate

musical terminology that may be preselll: terraced dyna!mics, sudden changes, forte,
piano, accelll, elegalll, graceful, classical, t7'iple meter.
I

A 3 response demonstrates an adequate description of the music but is not as complex 1 as
a 4 response. There is evidence of descriptiv~ language for the elements of music. It
contains minimal extensions such as connec~ions to other music, personal connections,
and/or generalizations. The response must contain both extensions and descriptive
language to be classified as a '3.'
A 2 response demonstrates a limited descrip~ion of the m;usic. There may be some
descriptive language present for the musical elements but the response may contain
inaccurate statements about the music or incpmplete thoughts regarding what is heard.
There may be evidence of repetition of state~nents. There may be no extensions present.
A 1 response demonstrates a limited attempt at description of the music. The statements
may be very brief, incomplete, irrelevant to t.he assignment, or demonstrate inaccurate
description of the music.
Assign a 0 if the listener has failed to attempt a descriptiqn or the essay is unreadable.

lComplexity represents the degree to which the listener is able to construct a response
integrating information from more than one ~ource. For (~xample, a complex response
may include descriptions for multiple elemer,ts of music,', relate a personal connection to
the music (elaboration), or draw on prior knQwledge by the listener (semantic
processing).
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APPENDIXD:
Music Identification Test
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Which piece of music did we study in music class?
DIRECTIONS: For each number, you will hear 3 short musical examples, labeled A, B,
and C. Wait until you hear all 3 examples and then circle the letter that represents the
piece that we studied in music class this semester.

1.

lA

lB

lC

2.

2A

2B

2C

3.

3A

3B

3C

4.

4A

4B

4C

5.

SA

5B

5C

6.

6A

6B

6C

7.

7A

7B

7C

S.

SA

BE

8C

9.

9A

9B

9C

10.

lOA

lOB

lOC
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APPENDIXE:
Mu~ical

Preference Test
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What is your musical preference?
DIRECTIONS: For each number, you will hear 3 short musical examples, labeled A, B,
and C. Wait until you hear all 3 examples and then circle the letter that represents the
piece that you preferred listening to.

1.

tA

1B

1C

2.

2A

2B

2C

3.

3A

3B

3C

4.

4A

4B

4C

S.

SA

SB

SC

6.

6A

6B

6C

7.

7A

7B

7C

S.

SA

SB

8C

9.

9A

9B

9C

10.

lOA

lOB

lOC
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APPENDIX F:
Teaching Method A: Lesson Plans and Student Worksheets
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Suggestions for UselImplementation Instructions for
A Group Lesson Plans
1. The A group lesson plans are designed to include deeper thinking skills through the
use of the writing process in the music lesson. There are three distinct sections in each of
the plans; introduction, listen to the selection, and follow-up response. Each lesson
follows the writing process of: prewrite through brainstorming words, sentences, and
ideas; sharing in small and large group discussion; revise/edit original words; and
share/respond with others. When students compare their own words with new
descriptors, the are processing new information at deeper levels. Elaboration is provided
for in the follow-up response section where students are making personal connections or
reflecting on a relationship between what is new and what was known.
2. Three formats for presentation rotate throughout the lessons:
a. Prediction - students predict first what the element wiII sound like and then
they listen and respond.
b. Comparison - students make side by side comparison lists of differing
elements.
c. Reaction - students listen and create ideas or imagery for what they are hearing
in the music.
3. A student worksheet is provided for each lesson. This wiII insure participation and
allow the teacher to maintain a focus and sequence during the lesson.
4. In each writing situation, the teacher should model the writing experience and
participate in the activities as the students do. In some instances, the students may simply
copy the teachers words from the board. Since the objective is for the students to write,
the teacher should address this by continually encouraging students to create original
ideas. Some lessons wiII require more modeling than others, depending on the clement
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and descriptor studied. Teacher/student discussion should occur frequently during each
lesson.
5. Some pieces are lengthy. Playing the entire piece should be reserved for follow-up
response when students are writing. Sections of longer pieces that best illustrate the
descriptor may be played during the initial listening. The teacher must play each piece or
sections of pieces at least three times.
6. Attempts to review for retention can be made whenever time permits. For example,
the introduction of one day's lesson may include discussion of the element from the
previous lesson. A lesson closure may include a comprehensive review or other relevant
activities as the teacher sees fit.
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LESSON lA
Ballet a/the Unhatched Chicks from Pictures at an E'i:hibition
M. Mussorgsky (1839-1881)

Objective: To recognize, respond to, and label rhythm in a musical composition.
Element of focus/descriptive language:
RHYTHM: vigorous: defined as energetic and active

Format for Presentation: Prediction
Introduction: Provide title and brief explanation of what the music might be describing.
Discuss the imagery and how sounds might illustrate the images of chicks hatching,
shaking off shells, etc.. Invite students' to write words on their worksheets to predict
what the rhythm might be like; i.e. busy, lots a/movement, short notes, etc .. Facilitate
class sharing from their word lists and model your own list on the board.
Listen to the selection: After initial listening, facilitate discussion from class and have
students' circle words on the list that accurately describe the rhythm. Introduce the word,
"vigorous" as another word choice to accurately describe the rhythm. While selection is
played again, invite the students to go back to their lists and compose a sentence using
the word vigorous (model this on the board). Invite studentlteacher sharing through
partners, small groups or whole class.
Follow-up Response: During a final listening, invite students to write a response to: "Did
you predict the rhythm correctly?" i.e. How was it the same or differellt? Share
responses.
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Ballet of the Unhatched Chicks

from Pictures at all Exhibition
1. How might the rhythm

~ound?

Writeiyour words here:

2. Share your words.
3. listen to the Music. Wlite the new \\-1ord here:

4. Use the new word in a

~entence

to describe the rhythm in the music:

5. Share your sentence.
6. Look at your word list. Did the music sound like you thought it might? How was it
the same? Different?

7. Share your ideas.
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LESSON2A
Theme and Variatiolls Oil Simple Gifts from Appalachian Spring
A. Copland (1900-1990)

Objective: To recognize, respond to, and label harmony in a musical composition.
Element of focus/descriptive language:
Term for HARMONY: consonant

Format for Presentation: Comparison
Introduction: Give students' a brief background of the piece Appalachian Spring; the
composer wrote the different movements to illustrate the simple life of the religious
group known as the Shakers. Discuss how students will be comparing the piece to the
piece from the class before, Ballet OJ the Unhatched Chicks. Listen to

asmall portion of

'Chicks' and guide discussion regarding harmonies. Have students write words on their
lists as you model on the board i.e. some were high and shrill, clashing.
Listen to the selection: Invite students' to compare those sounds with the hannonies in

Spring and write words that describe harmonies in the piece i.e. nice to listen to, pretty,
etc.. Invite class discussion regarding how the sounds were different. Introduce the word,
"consonant" as an appropriate term for harmony heard in Spring. As the music is played
again, invite students' to write a new sentence using the word consonant. Encourage
student/teacher sharing.
Follow-up Response: During a final listening, invite students' to finish the sentence on
their worksheets, "Music with consonant harmony sounds ... " Invite sharing with class.
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Theme and Variations on Simple Gifts

from Appalac1zain Spring
1. Words to describe 'Chicks'

Words to describe 'Spring'

2. Share your comparisons.
3. Write the new musical term to describe harmony:

4. Write a sentence using the new word to describe the harmony in this piece:

5. Share your sentence.
6. Finish the sentence:
Music with consonant harmony sounds

7. Share your response.
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LESSON 3A
La Paix from Royal Fireworks
pronounced la-pay

O.F. Handel (1685-1759)
Objective: To recognize, respond to, and label the style of a musical composition.
Element of focus/descriptive language:
Terms for STYLE: elegant, graceful, classical
METER: triple
Format for Presentation: Imagery/Reaction
Introduction: Provide brief explanation that students will actually be listening to a piece
from a group of pieces written for a celebration.
Listen to the selection: As the students listen to the selection, invite them to write
comments describing images or pictures that might come from the music; i.e. Where
might you be.when you hear this music? Who might be there? How would they be
dressed? How would they act? Encourage student/teacher, small group, or partner
sharing. After listening, introduce the words "elegant and graceful" as musical terms for
describing for the style of the piece and identify classical music. As the piece is played
again, invite students' to tum one of their comments into a sentence using the words
elegant and graceful. Share responses. Facilitate discussion regarding meter

=triple, as a

dance.
Follow-up Response: During the final listening, invite students to write a response to,
"At what other occasions would you see people elegantly dressed and hear elegant
music?" (weddings, dances.) Share responses. Identify meter on student worksheet.
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La Paix
from Royal Fireworks
1. Listen to the music and imagine a celebration.
2. What type of celebration might it be? Who might be there? How
might they be dressed? Write your ideas here:

3. Share your ideas
4. Write the new musical terms to describe the style here:

S. Look at your comments above. Use the new words and revise your
comments into one or two sentences.

6. Share your sentences.
7. Write a response: At what other occasions would you see people
elegantly dressed or hear elegant music?

Share your responses.
What is the meter? ______________________________ _
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LESSON 4A
Elephallt from Carnival of the Animals
C. Saint-Saens (1835-1921)

Objective: To recognize, respond to, and label feeling created by mood in a musical
composition.

Element of focus/descriptive language:
Terms for MOOD: playful, animated
Mood may be defined as the feeling or impression one gets from listening to a
musical composition.

Format for Presentation: Reaction
Introduction: Discuss the implications of the title of the collection of pieces. What might
the music be describing? The composer is illustrating the movement and/or sound of
animals at a carnival. Facilitate class disclission, what animals might you see, etc ..
Listen to the selection: As the students listen, invite them to react to the music by writing
a word about how the music makes them feel. Model this activity using such words as
playful, fun, etc.. Encourage responses that might reflect the mood that the composer
was trying to get across i.e. Was he being serio liS or nOll-serious? fUllny, joke, silly.
After listening, spend time sharing comments as a whole class. Introduce terms "playful
and animated" as a musical descriptors for the mood or feeling one might get from the
piece. During a second listening, invite students to revisit their comments about
feeling/mood. Does it have a similar meaning to the new word playful or animated?
Follow-up Response: During a final listening, invite students to use one of the new terms
in a sentence to describe movement of another animal, other than an elephant. Model this
activity, writing about animals such as a kangaroos or ardvarks. Share responses.
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Elephant
from Carnival of the Animals
1. Listen to the music and write a comment to describe
how the music makes you feel.

Do you think the composer serious or joking when he wrote this
..l?!~!:.~.?..........................................................................................................................................................................................,

2. Share your answers.
3. Write the new musical terms to describe the mood from the
music here:

4. Look at your comments above. Circle the one that might
same meaning as the new words.

hav~~

the

5. Share your answers.
6. Use the new words and write a description of how another animal
moves.

Share your responses.
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LESSON SA
The Moldau

B. Smetana (1824-1884)
Objective: To recognize, respond to, and label the melody in a programmatic piece.
Element of focus/descriptive language:
Terms to describe MELODY: flowing, conjunct
Format for Presentation: Prediction
**This piece is rather lengthy. The whole piece is provided on the tape. The melody
begins one minute into the piece.
Introduction: Provide background about this piece; the composer wrote it to describe a
river running through a scenic portion of Czechoslovakia. Encourage oral discussion
regarding scenery along a river bank. Before students listen, invite them to write words
that predict what the melody might sound like i.e. How will it illustrate a river?
Encourage class sharing of words from their lists and keep a list of student responses on
the board.
Listen to the selection: Because of the length of the piece, only play the first section
which highlights the melody. Returen to and discuss word lists. Circle the words that
best described the melody. Introduce "flowing" and "conjunct" as musical terms for
describing melody, especially for this piece about a river. Invite students to include the
word flowing on their word lists and use it in a sentence. Invite sharing in small groups
or partners.
Follow-up Response: During a listening of the complete piece, invite students to revisit
their prediction. Using the word flowing and/or conjucnt, invite them to write a sentence
about their prediction. i.e. Was it similar or difJerelll to the word flowing etc.. For
example, The flowing river was demonstrated by conjullct music.
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The Moldau
1. How might the music sound? Write your words here:

2. Share your words.
3. listen to the Music. Write the new musical terms to describe melody here:

4. Add the new word to your word list.
5. Look at your word list. Did the music sound like you thought it might? How was it
the same or Different? Use the new word in a sentence about the melody.

6. Share your ideas.
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LESSON 6 A
The Stars a1ld Stripes Forever
J.P. Sousa (1854-1932)

Objective: To recognize, respond to, and label the change of dynamics in a piece of
music.

Element of focus/descriptive language:
Terms for DYNAMICS: terraced, changing suddenly, forte, piano
Terms for STYLE: accented

Format for Presentation: Reaction
Introduction: Discuss the composer and his many compositions for the marching band.
This earned Sousa the reputation as "march-king." Sousaphones that we see in parades
were named by him.
Listen to the selection: As the students listen, focus attention to the noticeable changes
in dynamics, particularly at the drum solo (trio) which occurs in the middle of the piece.
While they continue to listen, invite students to react to the music by writing words
illustrating how the dynamics are changing i.e. they are loud. soft. sudde1lly. gradually.
Revisit words and discuss/revise to include the word "terraced" as a musical term to
describe a sudden change in dynamics. Have students revisit their lists and see if any of
their words have the same meaning. Also introduce musical terms for loud and soft: forte
and piano. Discuss the strong, driving style as being "accented." Invite students to use
the term in an original sentence.
Follow-up Response: During a final listening. invite students to use the musical terms in
a response regarding why a composer uses dynamics that change. Model this on the
board i.e. to keep tIre music interesting. involve the listener. to surprise the listener etc ..
Take time for response sharing.
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Stars and Stripes Forever
1. What are the different ways that dynamics can change during a
piece? Write your words here:

2. Share your words.
3. Write the new musical term to describe a sudden change in
dynamics:

4. Look at your words above. Circle the ones that might have the
same meaning as the new word.
5. Share your answers.
6. A musical term for loud is __________ . A musical term
for soft is _________________ _
7. Answer the question.
Why would a composer use dynamics that change?

8. Share your responses.
9. Create a sentence to describe the style. Use the musical 'accent.'
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LESSON 7 A
Variations on Pop! Goes the Weasel
L. Cailliet
Objective: To recognize the differences in metric division in a theme and variations.
Element of focus/descriptive language:
TeIms for METER: duple as march-like vs. triple as waltz-like
Format for Presentation: Comparison
Introduction: Before passing out worksheet, play the first part of the theme and allow
students to guess the tune. Give brief explanation of theme and variations, changes 0/1 a

theme to keep the listener illterested.
Listen to the selection: As the students listen to the theme and first variation, encourage
them to keep the steady beat i.e. tapping, clapping, etc. Invite students to write what they
did to keep the steady beat. Play the variation in 3/4 (the second variation) and
encourage them to keep the steady beat. Invite them to write a response regarding what
they did to keep a steady beat Encourage student/teacher sharing as to what happened to
the beat, i.e. How did the group of beats change, did you have to do anything differently
to keep the steady beat, etc. ? Introduce the words "duple and triple meter" as musical
descriptors for the differences in steady beat. Facilitate comparison discussion using
march-like and waltz-like for the musical desriptors.
Follow-up Response: As the students listen again, invite them to use the new teImS to fill
in the blanks on their worksheets. As a class, have students write a personal connection
statement using the new tCImS. For example, beats grouped ill duple remind me oj a

parade, etc ..
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Variations on Pop! Goes the Weasel
1.

Ca~l

you guessl the tune?

2. How did you keep the steady How did you keep the stea~iy
beat for variation 2?
beat f~)r variation 1?

I
3. What was different about the way the beats were grouped'?

4. Shqre / Discuss Iyour comparisons.

5. Write the new !Words to describe the difference in how the steady beat was
group~d.
variat~on

1

variation 2

6. Us€t the new words to fill in the blanks:
rhythmls are march-like rhythms
rhythmls are waltz-like rhythms
7. Share your answers.
8. Us~ the new words to write a sentence about the differenc\?s betWeen duple
and triple.

9. Sha.re with your classmates.
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LESSON 8 A
Romanze from Eine Kleine NachtMusik
W.A. Mozart (1756-1791)
Objective: To recognize, respond to, and label the melody in a classical composition.
Element of focus/descriptive language:
Terms for MELODY: ornamented, decorated
Format for Presentation: Reaction
Introduction: Briefly discuss the title of the piece as a serenade or music for the evening.
Introduce Mozart and include comments regarding his variety of compositions.
Listen to the selection: Focus listening on the themes, particularly theme three which
occurs at the B section, 3 minutes and 30 seconds into the piece. Theme one is repeated
several times. Invite students to respond by writing words to describe the melody for
theme three (this section may have to be played a few times) i.e.fancy,fast, lots of notes .
Encourage student response and sharing. Focus on the notes of theme three, use students
generated words and introduce descriptors, ornamented and decorated, as an musical
terms. During a repeated listening, invite students to revisit words and include
ornamented and/or decorated on their word list, crossing out any that do not fit.
Follow-up Response: A good illustration for the new terms is to use Christmas
ornaments example. During a listening of the entire piece (about 6 minutes in length),
invite students to respond to the question, "How will you remember the new word,
ornamented?"
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Romanze
from Eine Kleine Nachtmusik
1. Listen to the themes.
1. How would you describe the melody in theme three? Write your
words here:

2. Share your words.
3. listen to the music. Write the new word here to describe the
melody:

4. Add the new word to your word list.
5. Answer the question:
How will you remember the new word?

6. Share your ideas.
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LESSON 9 A
Jesu. Joy of Man's Desiring
1.S. Bach (1685-1750)

Objectives: To recognize and label the motion of a melody.
Element of focus/descriptive language:
Terms for MELODY: perpetual motion

Format for Presentation: Comparison
Introduction: Give brief background of the composer; he wrote chorales (hymns) for
church services. Distinguish between chorale (the chordal part'), which has the theme
and chorale prelude, which has the countermelody by playing the two sections of the
piece.
Listen to the selection: As students listen, invite them to write words that describe the
motion of the countermelody. Modeiusing cOlltinuous. oll-goillg. movillg. etc ..
Encourage sharing and discussion. Introduce the word "perpetual" (perpetual motion) as
a musical term. Invite students to revisit their words and circle the ones that have a
similar meaning.
Follow-up Response: During a final listening. invite students to write a sentence using
the word perpetual to describe something musical or non-musical. Share responses.
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Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring
1. Words to describe motion of the countermelody:

2. Share your words.
3. Write the new word to describe motion of the countermelody:

4. Write one or two sentences using the new word to describe the motion in
something musical or non-musical:

5. Share your sentences.
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LESSON lOA
Oil the Trail from Grand Canyon SUi.te
F. Grofe (1892-1872)

Objective: To discover and label contrast in tempo in a comppsition.
Element of focus/descriptive language:
Tenns for TEMPO: accelerando vs. steady tempo
Format for Presentation: Prediction
Introduction: Facilitate discussion regarding the Grand Canyon. "Have you beell there,

what is it like, etc.. ? "
Listen to the selection: Introduce selection suggesting that the students imagine
themselves on a mule trip down into the Canyon. Before listening,invite students to
write words that describe what would happen to the tempo or Sjpeed as an animal is going
down hill. Encourage students to listen for it in the music. After listening, faciliate
discussion/sharing about the music speeding up every so often? Introduce descriptor
"accelerando" and invite students to find words in their lists

th~t

desc:ribe speeding up.

Have them include the new word on their list. Draw connectiQns/discussion between the
word accelerando and accelerator as a way to remember the w~)rd.
Follow-up Response: During a final listening, invite students

~o

use the new word

accelerando in response to write about something that speeds 4p. Share responses.
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On the Trail

from Grand Canyon Suite
1. How might the music describe an animal going downhill? Write your ideas here:

2. Share your ideas.
3. listen to the Music. Write the new word for tempo:

4. Replace one of your ideas with the new word on your list above.
5. Answer the question:
Using the new word, write about something that speeds up.

6. Share your ideas.
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APPENDIXG:
Teaching Method B: Lesson Plans
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General Guidelines for B Lesson Plans
1. The purpose of the B lesson plans is to engage the students in participatory approaches

to listening lessons. Where the A group is writing, the B group is involved in discussion
and activities such as maps, call charts, worksheets, overheads, and instrument playing.
2. The music teacher should engage the students in as much discussion is possible and
allow for opportunity to share personal connections to the music.
3. Lesson extensions and participation activities are given as suggestions and are taken
directly from traditional textbooks and educational record series.
4. As in the A lesson plans, each musical selection must be played at least three times
during the lesson.

ic,
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LESSON IB
Ballet a/the Unhatched Chicks from

Picture~

at a1l1 pxhibition I

M. Mussorgsky (1839-1881)

Objective: To recognize, respond to, and label rhythm in q mu~iqal

composi~ion.

Element of focus for discussion:
RHYTHM: vigorous: 4efined as energetic and active

Materials for participatory ~ctivities: call chart and un pitched lnstruments .
Lesson Procedure:

1. Provide title and brief exph:~nation of what the music

mi~ht

imagery and how sounds might illustrate the images of chiQks

be aescribing. 'Discuss the
hat~hing,

shaki1ng off

shells, etc .. Facilitate student ~liscussion and response to Q4estiGmll that prediat what the
rhythm might be like; i.e. busy, lots o/movemelll, short llOU1S, etc ..
2. After initial listening, facilHate

di~cussion

from class a~)ut the prediction of the

sound; Was it accurate? IntrQduce the word, "vigorous" ill! another word choice to
accurately describe the rhythm. While selection is played again" pass out call charts that
will illustrate the different phl1~es. As students listen and follow
discussion regarding

vigorous. etc?

similariti~s

and Idifferences in the

rhy~1m

If time permil$, focus on the form of the

pi~ce

~he

call charts, facilitate

hie'll"d. Was it always
AABA.

3. During a finailistening, divide class in groups and invite stude~1ts to selectlunpitched
instruments and create differeQt rhythmic ostinati that repre~ent th~ rhythmic changes
throughout the piece. These o~tinati Imay also be teacher g~llerat~d.
to illustrate the unhatching chi<;ks in ;a composition using or.ly
performance time.

OR Invite students

ins~ruments.

Alliow for
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LESSON 2B
Theme and Variatiolls Oil Simple Gifts from Appalachian Spring
A. Copland (1900-1990)

Objective: To recognize, respond to, and label harmony in a musical composition.
Element of focus for oral discussion:
Term for HARMONY: consonant

Materials for participatory activities: Copy of Simple Gifts, call chart, composer
information.
Lesson Procedure:
1. Give students a brief background of the piece Appalachian Spring; the composer

wrote the different movements to illustrate the simple life of the religious group known as
the Shakers.
2. Listen to a small portion of Chicks and guide discussion regarding harmonies
compared to Ballet o/the Unhatched Chicks. i.e. some were high and shrill, clashing.
Use questions to facilitate discussion regarding the differences in harmony for in Spring.
Int~oduce

new word "consonant" as a musical descriptor for harmony.

3. Discuss how consonant harmonies are played in different instruments of each
variation: (Theme clarinet with flute Var. 1. oboe/bassoon Var.2. canon Var. 3 brass Var.4. full
orchcstm) Use call chart to illustrate.

4. Sing Simple Gifts and allow students to discuss the consonant harmonies they hear.
Additional Lesson Extensions/Participatory Activities: If needed or time permits.
(Suggestions from MacMillall, Music and

YOll

Book 5, pg. 22 &23)

5. Movement illustrations as explained on page 22.
6. Review of ways to vary a theme.
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LESSON 3B
La Paix from Royal Fireworks
pronounced la-pay
G.F. Handel (1685-1759)
Objective: To recognize, respond to, and label the style of a musical composition.
Element of focus for oral discussion:
Tenns for STYLE: elegant, graceful, classical
Tenns for METER: triple
Participatory Listening Activities: body percussion, instrumental accompaniment.
Lesson Procedure:

1. Provide brief explanation that students will actually be listening to a piece from a
group of pieces written for a celebration. Handel wrote Royal Fireworks Music for an
outdoor spectacle including fireworks and a one hundred and one cannon salute.
2. As the students listen to the selection, invite them to respond orally describing images
or pictures that might come from the music; i.e. Where might you be when you hear this

music? WllOmiglzt be there? How would they be dressed? How would they act?

3.

After listening, introduce the words "elegant and graceful" as musical tenns for
describing for the style of the piece and identify the word II classical. II As the piece is
played again, invite several students to use one of the tenns orally in a sentence.
4. During another listening, invite students to think of a response to the question, "At
what other occasions would you see people elegantly dressed and hear elegant music?"

(weddings. dances.) Share orally.
5. Participatory activity: Discuss meter of the piece. Invite students to use body
percussion to keep a steady beat by patsch-clap, clap pattern. Identify as triple meter.
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Additional lesson extensions and participatory activities:
6. Have students move in waltz-like fashion about the room.
7. Identify and create instrument parts in triple meter with elegant sounding instruments.
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LESSON 4B
Elephant from: Carnival of the Animals
C. Saint-Saens (1835-1921)

Objective: To recognize, respond to, and label feeling created by mood in a musical
composition.

Element of focus fo oral disc;ussion:
Terms for MOOD: playful, animated
Mood may be defined as the feel~ng or impression one gets from listening to a
musical composition.

Participatory listening activities: creative movement, unpitched instrument ostinati
Lesson procedure:
1. Discuss the implications or the title of the collection of pieces. What might the music
be describing? The compose\' is illustrating the movement and/or sound of animals at a
carnival. Facilitate class disqussion, Have you been to a carnival? What animals might

you see, etc..
2. Allow students to brainstorm ideas as to how the sounds of a carnival might be
represented in music, i.e. Whqt instrume,lls best represent what animals?
3. As the students listen, invile them to listen for the instrument used to represent
elephant. What might the elephant be doing?
4. Engage in discussion about the mmcx.rl of the piece. Encourage responses that might
reflect the mood that the composer was trying to get across i.e. Was he beillg serious or

Iloll-serious? funny, joke, silly.
5. Introduce terms "playful and animatdi" as a musical descriptors for the mood or
feeling one might get from

th~

piece. During a second listening, invite students to revisit

their comments about feeling/mood. Is ilt what they expected?
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Lesson Extensions:
6. Students create instrument parts to illustrate the carnival.
7. Students create ostinati on pitched and unpitched instruments to accompany the
selection.
8. Movement activities to illustrate triple meter.
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LESSON 58
The Moldau
B. Smetana (1824-1884)
Objective: To recognize, respond to, and label the melody in a programmatic piece.
Element of focus for oral discussion:

Terms to describe MELODY: flowing, conjunct
**This piece is rather lengthy. The whole piece is provided on the tape. The melody
begins one minute into the piece.
Participatory listening activities: Moldau Call Chart, movement suggestions.

Lesson Procedure:
1. Provide background about this piece; the composer wrote it to describe a river

running through a scenic portion of Czechoslovakia. Encourage oral discussion
regarding scenery along a river bank. Before students listen, invite them to brainstorm
words that predict what the melody might sound like i.e. How will it illustrate a river?
Encourage class oral responses.
2. Because of the length of the piece, only play the first section which highlights the
me~ody.

Introduce "flowing" and "conjunct" as musical terms for describing melody,

especially for this piece about a river. Invite several students to share a sentence using
the new musical terms.
3. During a listening of another excerpt of the piece, invite students response regarding
what they thought the piece might sound like.

i.e. Was it similar or different to the word

flowing etc.?
Lesson extension from MacMillan Music and You Book 6 pg. 65. (If needed)
4. Use copies or transparency of call chart as students listen.
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5. Use physical motions to illustrate the contour and directions of the melody during the
listening experience.
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LESSON6B
The Stars and Stripes Forever
J.P. Sousa (1854-1932)
Objective: To recognize, respond to, and label the change of dynamics in a piece of
music.
Element of focus for oral discussion:

Terms for DYNAMICS: terraced, changing suddenly, forte, piano
Terms for STYLE: accented
Participatory listening activities: unpitched rhythm From Silver Burdett World of

Music Book 5.
Lesson Procedures:
1. Discuss the composer and his many compositions for the marching band. This earned

Sousa the reputation as "march-king." Sousaphones that we see in parades were named
by him.
2. As the students listen, focus attention to the noticeable changes in dynamics,
particularly at the drum solo (trio) which occurs in the middle of the piece. Facilitate
discussion regarding how the dynamics are changing i.e. they are loud, soft, suddenly,

gradually.
3. Introduce the word "terraced" as a musical term to describe a sudden change in
dynamics. Write on board.
4. Also introduce/review musical terms for loud and soft: forte and piano. Listen to
representative portions of the piece that illustrate these two dynamic levels. Have
students raise their hands to indicate the changes in dynamics.
5. Discuss and facilitate responses regarding the strong, driving style as being
"accented."
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Additional lesson extensions and participatory activities:
6. Instrument parts: Use a variety of instruments to: a) play on the accent, b) the steady
beat, and c) a rhythmic ostinato. During a second listening/accompanying with
instruments, encourage students to illustrate the terraced dynamics on the instruments.
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LESSON7B
Variatiolls Oil Pop! Goes the Weasel
L. Cailliet

Objective: To recognize the differences in metric division in a theme and variations.
Element of focus for oral discussion:
Terms for METER: duple as march-like vs. triple as waltz-like
Materials for participatory listening activities: Call charts and body percussion
(student copies or transparency.) From MacMillall Music and You Book 4.
Lesson Procedures:
1. Play the first part of the theme and allow students to guess the tune. Engage in

discussion regarding con poser's use of theme and variations, changes Oil a theme to keep

the listener interested.
2. As the students listen to the theme and first variation, encourage them to keep the
steady beat i.e. tapping. clapping. etc. Draw attention to how they maintained the steady
beat.
3. Play the variation in 3/4 (the second variation) and encourage them to keep the steady
beat. Engage in discussion as to what they had to do differently to maintain the beat
i.e.how did the group of beats change, did you have to do anything differently to keep the
steady beat, etc.. Introduce the words "duple and triple meter" as musical descriptors for
the differences in steady beat. Facilitate comparison discussion using march-like and
waltz-like for the musical desriptors.
4. Invite students to brainstorm other pieces that they know that have differing meters.
Participatory activities and lesson extensions:
5. Return to discussion regarding form and use call chart to illustrate the changes in the
theme.
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6. Use unpitched instruments to illustrate metric differences.
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LESSON8B
Roma/lze from Eine Kleine NachtMusik
W.A. Mozart (1756-1791)
Objective: To recognize, respond to, and label the melody in a classical composition.
Element of focus for oral discussion:

Terms for MELODY: ornamented, decorated
Participatory listening activites: call charts

Lesson Procedure:
1. Briefly discuss the title of the piece as a serenade or music for the evening. Introduce

Mozart and include comments regarding his variety of compositions. Use Silver Burdett
World of Music, page 130-131 for background information.
2. Focus listening on the themes, particularly theme three which occurs at the B section,
3 minutes and 30 seconds into the piece. Theme one is repeated several times.
3. Invite students to respond orally and describe the melody for theme three (this section
may have to be played a few times) i.e. fancy, fast, lots of /lotes.
4. Use handout or transparency of themes from Silver Burdett to illustrate the added
notes in theme 3 (C). Focus on the notes of theme three, use students responses and
introduce descriptors, ornamented and decorated, as an musical terms. During a repeated
listening, focus student atention on ornamented parts.
5. Facilitate student response to the question, "How will you best remember the new
word, ornamented, in regards to music?"
Additional lesson extensions and participatory activities: From Silver Burdett World of
Music Book 4 (attached)
6. Focus on form of the piece. Discuss Rondo. Use themes in piece to illustrate. Have
students use shapes to illustrate sections in the rondo form.
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LESSON9B
JeSll, Joy of Man's Desiring
J.S. Bach (1685-1750)

Objectives: To recognize and label the motion of a melody.
Element of focus for oral discussion:
Terms for MELODY: perpetual motion

Materials: Attached from MacMillan, Music and You Book 6
Participatory listening activities: listening guide
Lesson Procedures:
1. Give brief background of the composer; he wrote chorales (hymns) for church

services. Distinguish between chorale (the chordal part) which has the theme and chorale
prelude, which has the countermelody by playing the two sections of the piece.
2. As students listen, allow them to describe the motion of the countermelody. I.e.

cOlllinliolls, on-going, moving, etc.. Encourage sharing and discussion.
3. Introduce the word "perpetual" (perpetual motion) as a musical term. Engage in
discussion about things that are perpetual in motion .. merry-go-round etc ..
Participatory listening activities:
4. Use attached listening map for further illustration.
5. Discuss differences in texture.
6. Use instruments to illustrate different textures in the chorale and countermelody. For
example, have a group of students play sticks to accompany the melodic rhythm of the
countermelody and metal instruments during the chorale.
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LESSON 10 B

all the Trail from Grand Canyon Suite
F. Grofe (1892-1872)

Objective: To discover and label contrast in tempo in a composition.
Element of focus for oral discussion:
Tenns for TEMPO: accelerando vs. steady tempo

Participatory listening activities: body percussion and unpitched instruments.
Lesson Procedure:
1. Facilitate discussion regarding the Grand Canyon. Have YOIl been there, What is it

like, etc.. ?
2. Introduce selection suggesting that the students imagine themselves on a mule trip
down into the Canyon. Before listening, invite students to respond to imaging what
would happen to the tempo or speed as an animal is going down hill. Encourage students
to listen for it in the music.
3. After listening, faciliate discussion/sharing about the music speeding up every so
often. Illustrate with the music (end of major phrases). Introduce descriptor
"accelerando." Discuss other connotations of the word accelerando; accelerator, etc.
4. Invite several students to share a sentence with a new way to use the word
accelerando.
Participatory activities and lesson extensions:
5. Use rhythm pattern suggestions from MacMillall Music and YOIl, Book 4, pg. 62 to
illustrate rhythms used in the piece. Have students clap and say patterns. Apply to
instruments. As students accompany selection, be sure that they illustrate an accelerando
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and steady tempo. If time permits, allow students to create an instrument composition
based on the patterns from Oil the Trail.
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APPENDIXH:
Guttman Scalogram Survey: Whole Language and Writing Activities
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Survey
WIlole Language and Writing Activities in Your Classroom
For the past decade, language arts curricula have been characterized by the 'whole
language movement.' Many teachers and experts in the field of language learning are in
complete support of this movement claiming that it is the most effective way to teach
children to read and write. They cite increased accomplishment and excitement for
reading and writing on the part of the students in support of their claim. Recently,
however, the whole language movement has been criticized by teachers who feel they are
not experiencing the success in teaching reading and writing that they were led to believe
would happen. Instead, they sense a lack of structure to the process and do not believe
they have reached a true understanding of the movement itself. Some educators claim to
be sensing a 'return to the phonics' emphasis from colleagues, as well as parents, who fear
lack of exposure to the 'basics' for students.
Ironically, despite the research studies conducted in support of whole language,
few surveys exist to illustrate teachers' opinions regarding the whole language movement.
Therefore, orie question remains unanswered: "What do the teachers think of the whole
language movement?" To help answer this important question, please respond to the
following questions by circling the response that best reflects your beliefs regarding the
whole language movement and writing activities in your classroom. Please only circle
one response for each question unless otherwise indicated. A space is provided at the end
of the survey for any optional comments that you may have regarding the topic. Your
answers will be kept in strict confidence.
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1. The 'whole language approach' is currently the most effective way to teach
reading and writing.
A. I agree with this statement.

B. I am somewhat neutral in my beliefs about whole language.
C. I disagree with this statement.

2. Situation: At a conference for teachers of reading and writing, you have the
opportunity to choose between a session for whole language teachers and a session
that involves a variety of skill based and/or other traditional methods for language
instruction. Which session would you likely attend?
A. the session for whole language teachers.

B. the session that involves variety.

3. When it comes to the 'process' of whole language teaching, I:
A. am completely comfortable.

B. feel somewhat comfortable but I am unsure about a few of the practices.
C. am uncomfortable because of my uncertainties with the approach.

4. If I were able to design an individual curriculum for my classroom, free from
time constraints:
A. writing activities would appear in all of the major subject areas.
B. writing activities would appear in most of the major subject areas.
C. I would use writing activities in the language arts area and use a variety of activities
for the other subjects.

S. When responding to math questions such as story problems, I:
A. require complete sentences as part of the evaluation.
B. make a conscious effort to encourage students' to use sentences when responding.

C. sometimes encourage sentences for response, but evaluation does not depend on it.
D. so rarely use writing in the math lesson that I'm not sure.
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6. The average amount of time that my students spend writing in my classroom is:
A. 60 minutes or more each day.

B. 30 to 60 minutes per day.
C. less than 30 minutes per day.

7. I feel comfortable enough with using writing activities in my classroom that, if
given enough time each day, I would not hesitate to include it in the following
subjects: (check all that apply):
_ _ the language arts
_ _ health, science and social studies

math

the fine arts

_ _ physical education

8. I am aware of the pressure or concern to emphasize a more 'skills' approach in
language instruction:
A. Yes

B. No
9. My understanding of the philosophy behind the 'whole language approach':
A. is very solid.
B. is somewhat clear.
C. is vague.

10. In my opinion, the future of language arts instruction:
A. will continue towards a more whole language approach.
B. will remain about the same as it is now.
C. will return to more phonics based instruction.

COMMENTS:
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